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ABSTRACT
As with other critical systems, space systems are also getting larger and more complex. Although Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) has designed various spacecraft and had not experienced any serious
accident for more than 10 years, loss of an astronomical satellite finally happened in 2016 even though the
development process was not drastically different from the past. The accident implies that the complexity of
space systems can no longer be managed by the traditional safety analysis. Furthermore, in huge system
developments, the fluidity of design is rapidly lost as the development proceeds. Thus, creating a safer system
design in the early development phase that is capable of handling various undesirable scenarios will significantly
contribute to the success of huge and complex system development.
The goal of this thesis is to establish the way to design a safer system in the context of modern huge and complex
systems and demonstrate its effectiveness in an actual JAXA future transfer vehicle design. As a solution, in this
thesis a new accident model called System Theoretic Accident Model and Process (STAMP) is used. The safety
analysis methods based on STAMP were invented to handle the characteristics of modem complex systems.
Furthermore, detailed designs are not required in the analysis. Therefore, the issues of modern complex systems
are expected to be solved by the system theoretic safety design methods.
In this thesis, two types of system analysis were conducted based on STAMP: concept design analysis in the
target system and incident analysis in a similar previous system. While any detailed specification was not
available, various unsafe off-nominal system behaviors were derived from the concept design, and it was refined.
Remarkably, off-nominal behaviors due to a new design policy being applied in the system were successfully
described. Furthermore, various design flaws involving human-automation interactions were also found, which
usually tends to be discussed in the later development phase. The result indicates the proposed system theoretic
safety design approaches can be successfully interwoven with the early stage of development process, and
systems can be fundamentally refined from a safety perspective to prevent future serious losses.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
As the needs from stakeholders has been growing and diversifying, the scale of social systems like space
system has kept increasing. Because of this continuous expansion of system scale, the complexity has also
rapidly grown as new technology is introduced. While the enhanced functionality benefits the stakeholders,
the complexity sometimes leads to accidents (losses), such as loss of life or loss of property.

Especially in space systems, safety has been considered as one of the most important system characteristics
to prevent such accidents. Even though the engineers spent tremendous effort on designing t safety into the
systems and used accumulated

design experience, unfortunately serious accidents can still happen. Japan

Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), for example, had not experienced any loss of spacecraft for more
than 10 years, but in 2016 they completely lost an astronomical earth orbiting satellite on orbit [1]. This
accident implies losses can happen even if there is no technological leap from an engineering perspective
and the engineers have adequate development experience. In other words, the causes of accident in complex
modem systems cannot be completely eliminated by traditional engineering approaches.

In complex modern systems, moreover, the relationship between systems and operators is no longer as it
once was. Humans were able to understand comprehensively the behaviors of a traditional electromechanical system due to the simple and linear relationships among components, which enabled operators
to predict the result of each failure and operate the systems safely even in abnormal situations. However,
the current software-intensive systems are stretching the limits of operators' comprehensibility because
software can assign various special behaviors to a general purpose component [2]. Although JAXA is one
of the few space agencies that has contributed to human space it might be able to doom future human space
systems and lose its international credibility based on the past successful contributions, if it does not
understand this new trend of modem human supervisory systems and instead stick to its existing engineering
approach.

9

The purpose of this study is to research a new engineering approach to realize safety in modern complex
systems and demonstrate its effectiveness through applying the approach to JAXA's next generation human
space system. Especially, the human and automation design is focused from system design perspective. This
approach uses a system's theoretic approach to human and automation design. The detailed motivation of
this study is stated in section 1 .1, and then the concrete research objectives are defined in section 1.2.

1.1

Motivation

JAXA has conducted the system design of most Japanese spacecraft including satellites, rockets, and human
space systems. As with other critical systems, the space systems are getting larger and more complex. While
the agency has succeeded in a large number of spacecraft developments and operations, the engineers have
made tremendous efforts to lead the systems to this success. However, the complexity of next generation
spacecraft will be no longer controllable by such brute-force effort, and therefore their engineering approach
has to be improved to keep succeeding in even more complex future spacecraft development.

The H-I Transfer Vehicle (HTV) is a Japanese unmanned supply cargo spacecraft to the International Space
Station (ISS) [3], which has been successfully operated 5 times from 2009 to 2015. In 2015, JAXA
announced the development of a next generation transfer vehicle called HTV-X that will tentatively be
launched in 2021 [4]. The design heritage of the HTV will be utilized in the HTV-X, but its system
architecture will be drastically changed because of the following two reasons: multi-missions and new safety
design policy. The HTV-X will for sure be assigned three missions: ISS resupply mission, orbital
experimentation mission, and future earth to moon transfer technology demonstration mission. The ISS
resupply mission is exactly the same as the existing HTV's mission, although the cost restriction is more
severe. In the orbital experimentation mission, the HTV-X will provide an opportunity for new space
technology experimentation in Earth orbit. Before it re-enters the atmosphere after departing from the ISS,
some experimentation will be executed using the vehicle's resources. The final mission is to demonstrate
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key technology for a lunar transfer vehicle by designing the

HTV-X so it can be extended to the future

vehicle. In addition to this multi-mission, the new safety design policy called resilient design policy will be
adopted in the HTV-X. While the multi-missions are driven by top-down decisions, this policy has risen
from engineers' bottom up desire. Throughout the existing

HITV operations, the operators had been suffering

from inflexible and inefficient automation behaviors under off-nominal conditions. To make the system
more robust against failures, they are introducing the resilient policy which is expected to make the system
more adaptive to failures.
Integrating these top-down and bottom-up development directions into one system is a completely new
challenge for the agency, which will surely make the HTV-X system development more difficult than ever.
Because the multi-missions will introduce more stakeholders, more requirements, and more discrepancies,
the new safety design policy will require a brand new architecture and operations. In addition, the vehicle
is required to be safe enough as an ISS related space system while satisfying the cost limits. It is clear that
the engineers cannot deal with the difficulty by just applying the existing design approach. Therefore, a
novel system design approach to guide this complicated system development is required for the HTV-X
project and JAXA, which will also be able to contribute to the success of similar huge and complex systems
in other industries.

1.2

Research Objectives

Although JAXA has adequately designed their space systems using the current engineering approach, it
should be improved to maintain the same success in their future more complex spacecraft like the HTV-X.
Even if the future spacecraft is a highly complex system, some engineers will still believe that the system
can somehow be developed and operated as planned based on rich space system development experiences.
If the system is always in well-known nominal conditions, it would be possible. However, most undesirable
situations happen under off-nominal conditions, and controlling those unexpected off-nominal cases is the
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biggest challenge in huge and complex systems.

Moreover, as a nature of system development, the flexibility of system design tends to be rapidly lost as the
design phase proceeds. Therefore, the direction of this thesis is to research the engineering approach to
identify hazardous off-nominal situations in huge and complex system and design the control to prevent
them in the early development phase.

As mentioned above, the HTV-X automation will be more complex than ever and human operators cannot
deal with some off-nominal scenarios as they have done in the existing systems. Therefore, to create
requirements to guide human operators and maximize their safety control capability will also be the biggest
challenge in this thesis.

To make this statement more concrete, the following two research objectives are defined. The first research
objective is to identify hazardous scenarios from the concept design of the HTV-X and create requirements
and constraints to control the identified hazardous scenarios. In the HTV-X system, interconnected
requirements and scenarios originating from multi-missions will be implemented into a single spacecraft.
In addition, the resilient design policy introduces a lot of coupling among system elements to adapt to
various unexpected conditions. These characteristics can be a source of unexpected system behaviors, which
deteriorates the controllability

of the system.

Therefore,

considering multi-purposed

spacecraft

characteristics and the resilient design approach to identify possible undesirable off-nominal scenarios is
the important first step to maintain the safety of the HTV-X. To prevent the undesirable off-nominal
scenarios as the next step, some requirements and constraints for the system have to be defined without
contradicting the mission purposes and design policy. In the HTV-X, moreover, it can be a central concern
to define requirements about how human operators supervise and intervene in this complex automation
system.

The second objective is to analyze the actual operation experience in the existing HTV from a system level
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point of view and effectively utilize the results in the HTV-X system design. In the HTV-X system
development, a lot of heritage from the HTV will be utilized, but the intent is mainly to reuse the design for
cost reduction. Although no serious accident has never happened in HTV operations, the operators and
engineers actually suffered a few undesirable incidents. Surprisingly, one of the incidents is clearly related
to the interaction between human operator and computer system, which is also a central concern in the HTVX. Without eliminating the systemic causes for those incidents, similar or worse unexpected events could
happen again in the HTV-X and, in the worst case, seriously damage the system. Moreover, in this incident
analysis, the outcome should be system-level design recommendations, which is useful even in the HTV-X
system design. While the HTV and HTV-X have a lot of commonality at the system design level, each
specific component design can be different. Therefore, it will be the most important direction in this analysis
to identify the design issue as the whole system from the actual incident and create useful design
recommendation for the HTV-X.
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Chapter 2. System Theoretic Safety Analysis
In order to accomplish more sophisticated missions in space, the functionality of space systems has been
extended. On the one hand, in space systems, any causes of accidents have to be eliminated before launch,
because it is impossible to stop the systems, return them to earth, fix their faults, and then re-launch the
systems. Obviously, the target system of this thesis, the HTV-X, is also in this situation, and moreover the
other social factors (e.g. cost reduction pressure) strongly influence the development.
Obviously, the context of system development has been dramatically changed, and it also has changed the
nature of safety. However, many leading development organizations, including JAXA. still try to describe
accidents in the traditional context, which never leads to effective solutions for modern complex systems.
As mentioned in the research objectives, grasping modern complex systems like the HTV-X as a whole and
guiding the safety design in the early development phase is the most critical factor to determine the success
of the system. However, it can never be realized unless the traditional safety concept is replaced by a new
system theoretic one. Section 2.1 explains the reason why the traditional approach is no longer effective in
modern complex systems, and in the section 2.2 an alternative solution, a system theoretic approach, is
described.

2.1

Limitation of Traditional Safety Analysis

In traditional electro-mechanical systems, accidents typically come down to individual component failures.
Thus, the traditional analysis techniques, such as Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)[5] and Failure Mode, Effect,
and Criticality Analysis (FMECA)[6], focus on analyzing the impact of each component failure on the entire
system.

This approach successfully prevented accidents in traditional systems. However, these traditional

safety approaches were designed for analyzing the traditional electro-mechanical systems of 1960s and

1970s, and in the analysis it is assumed that accidents never happen without failure.
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On the other hand, in modern complex systems, the safety of the systems can never be achieved simply by
preventing failures; for example, the Mars Polar Lander incident showed that an accident can occur from
interactions among components even if no individual element has failed [7]. The most persuasive scenario
of this accident is that the control software recognized the noise from a sensor as the Mars surface landing
signal, and therefore stopped the deceleration thrusting (used to achieve a soft landing) before actually
landing and the spacecraft crashed on the planet surface. In this accident scenario, there was no component
failure, and the software worked as designed and required. In other words, the accident was caused by the
interaction among components and wrong system and software requirements. As this accident indicated,
software has changed the nature of accidents. At the same time, any modern system can never be realized
without software. Thus, engineers should understand the limitation of the traditional safety approach and
design their systems using a new safety analysis approach that is applicable for modem software-intensive
systems.

In modern complex systems, the role of operators is also quite different from the traditional systems. In the
traditional systems, the operators were expected to perform as a single component inside the whole system
loop, and consequently their role was simple and narrow. On the other hand, the role of the operators in
modern complex system is changed to supervise the whole system, make a proper judgement based on the
monitored data, and provide an adequate instruction to guide the whole system behavior in the right direction.
Indeed, in the operation of the HTV, a serious incident occurred because of a lack of coordination between
ISS crew, the ground station (GS) crews, and the automation [8]. Fortunately, this case did not result in an
accident, but it was definitely an unexpected event. This incident is discussed in chapter 5 in detail. In the
current complex systems, it is desired to adequately design the coordination between human operators and
automation, while just analyzing each responsibility like the traditional approach is no longer enough.
What is behind the discrepancy between the traditional safety analysis and current complex system
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accidents? Prof. Leveson explained it in her lecture by the differences between safety and reliability as
shown in Figure 1. The figure clearly shows that unsafe but not unreliable hazardous scenarios can occur,
while the traditional safety analysis can cover only the hazardous scenarios involving failures. Obviously,
this unsafe but not unreliable scenario is the cause of typical modern accident like the Mars Polar Lander
accident. Thus, the new safety analysis for the modern complex system should be required to be capable to
handle this

unsafe but not unreliable scenarios including the component interaction and the human and

automation coordination.

Scenarios
involving failures

Unsafe
scenarios

AC

B

Unrelable but not unsafe
(FMEA)

Unsafe but not unreliable
(???)

Unreliable and unsafe
(FMEA, FTA HAZOP))
Figure 1: Difference and Overlapping between Safety and Reliability front Prof.
Leveson's Lecture Notes

In order to efficiently find the

unsafe but not unreliable scenarios and implement the countermeasures into

the systems, the interaction and coordination among system elements should be adequately described and
improved. However, this system level interaction and coordination tends to be designed in the early
development phase, and a tremendous cost has to be spent if modifying the design in the later phase (see
Figure 2). It cannot be definitely achieved by the traditional safety analysis methods to design the interaction
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and coordination from safety perspective in the early development phase, becaLlse those methods assume
the existence of detailed component design and in order to analyze the reliability of each component.
Therefore. to efficiently design the system level safety countermeasures before the fluidity of system design
is lost, the new safety analysis should be also applicable for the early development phase in which the
detailed component design is still not available but the interaction and coordination can be flexibly changed.
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New Accident Causality Model based on Systems Thinking

System-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP) is a new accident model proposed by Prof.
Leveson [21 [9]. In STAMP, an accident is defined as a control problem, while in the traditional approach
an accident is seen as a restilt of component failures. The goal of STA M P is to make controls safe as a whole
system. Because in complex modern systems hazardous controls are indUced from lack of enforcement of
safety constraints in the

design and operation, the main foctis of STAMP is to impose safety constraints

on a system as preventing the hazardotis controls.
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The concept of STAMP is underpinned by systems theory. In the theory, there are several important
principles to adequately describe the characteristics of modem complex systems. The first principle is that
emergent system properties like safety are supposed to arise from the interactions among components. In
the traditional system view, the emergent properties are assumed to be independently decomposed into
subsystems. Take FTA as example. In FTA, safety is assumed to be always accomplished if each separated
component works without any failure. This idea could be reasonable if only physical aspect of systems is
discussed. However, like the Mars Polar Lander accident, the accidents in modem complex systems can be
driven by the interaction among components even if any failure does not happen. Therefore, in modem
complex systems, the emergent properties including safety should be described based on the interactions
.

among components.

To analyze the interactions and properly impose safety constraints on a target system, furthermore, the
interactions are represented as a control structure made up of feedback control loops. Figure 3 shows a
standard control loop diagram. A control loop is composed of controller, controlled process, control, and
feedback. Each controller has specific goals and, in order to accomplish the goals, influences

controlled

processes by controls. To guide a controlled process to a goal state, a controller observes feedbacks from
the controlled process and selects an adequate control. Moreover, controls can work on system through a
hierarchy. Figure 4 shows an example of hierarchical control structure. In modem complex systems, various
socio-technical factors are associated with actual system operation. For example, in the

accident of an

astronomical satellite of JAXA called "Hitomi", the direct causes were an inadequate software parameter
design, an incorrect attitude estimation algorithm design, and a wrong parameter input before the launch.
Although these causes directly generated high speed satellite rotation and consequently the satellite was
broken, in the accident report, the other management and development process flaws were also pointed out
[10]. Because the Hitomi project team focused on satisfying demanding observation requests from some
science communities, most of the project reviews and meetings was spent for the science instrument
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'i

developments and science observation operations. As a result, the attitude control was designed as quickly
stabilizing the attitude to maximize the observation time and the preparation for the initial critical operation
phase was less prioritized. Originally, the purpose of a project team is to manage a whole system
development as balancing various requirement and ensure the success of the spacecraft project. However.
the project team wvas wrongly biased to the science mission side and lacked the syste m perspective, which
resulted in the not robust attitude control design and careless wrong parameter input. Behind these flaws, a
cultural factor also significantly influenced the accident. The Hitomi satellite was one of the science projects
conducted by Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) which is a research organization inside
JAXA. Traditionally, in ISAS most of the project members has been selected from science researchers.
Furthermore, they also hold an academic post like professor and have to spend their resources on education.
While this tradition has contributed to great science outcomes from ISAS, it led to lack of organizational
supervision for system safety.. Obviously, various inadequate controls can be found in the development
process, project management and organizational control as well as the physical system design. Those
inadequate controls are expected to be described by a hierarchical control structure like Figure 3. Therefore,
in order to do a deep dive into accidents in modern complex systems and enforce effective countermeasures
for the fututre systems. it also should be analyzed how engineering process and organizational controls can
hierarchically have impact on a physical system.

Figure 3: Standard Control Loop [2]
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To consider why hazardous control happens in the control

loop, process model plays an important role in

system theory. Each controller has a process model which represents the controller's understanding about
the following factors: the current state ofthe controlled process, the goal state of the controlled process, and
the ways to change the state of the controlled process. Based on the process model, as shown in Figure 5.
the controller updates the assumed current state through feedbacks and decides which control action should
be provided to change it to the goal state. The advantage of process model is enabling the analyst to describe
software and human behaviors. In software, parameter variables equal to the process model. Therefore,
examining flaws of the process model results in analyzing the impact of inappropriate parameter setting.
For humans, the process model can be seen as a mental model. Because this mental model is linked with the
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control loops. human mental flaws can be analyzed in context of controls as a whole system. These features
of the process model are sUrely helpful in analyzing softvare intensive systems and human supervisory
systems.

Controller
Control
A gorlthrm

Process
Model

Control
t~ebc
ActionsFeedack

Controlled Process

Figure 5: Role of Process Model from Prof. Leveson's Lecture Note

As introduced at the beginning of this section, in systems theory, accidents occur due to inadequate safety
constraint enforcements such as a missing feedback, an inadequate control action, a component failure,
uncontrolled distUrbances. and so on. In STAMP, to guide engineers to find essential safety constraints in
system-theoretic context, four types of unsafe control actions which potentially cause hazards are defined
as follows:

-

A control action required for safety is not provided or is not followed

-

An

-

A potentially safe control action is provided too late, too early, or out of sequence

-

A safe control action is stopped too soon or applied too long

unsafe control action is provided that leads to a hazard

By applying these pattems, engineers can analyze if a control action can be hazardous in each potential
unsafe pattem, and discuss how safety constraints should be enforced in the control structure to prevent the
unsafe control actions.
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Because STAM P has several advantages to handle modem complex systems as discussed above, it can be a
solution to overcome the limitation of traditional safety analysis and lead the systems to safety. While some
modern accidents like the Mars Polar Lander case cannot be described by only component failures, in
STAMP the accidents can be discussed based on the interactions among components, and finally effective
safety constraints to control the interactions as a whole system can be proposed. In addition, because
behaviors of human and software can be logically translated into process models, oriented inadequate
controls conducted by software or human operators can be properly analyzed in the model, which can be
never accomplished by the traditional approach due to a lack of understanding software and human
characteristics. Furthermore, in hierarchical control structure, control responsibility for each stakeholder
related to a system can be discussed. As a result of discussion, new roles will be assigned to the stakeholders
in order to enforce safety constraints on various organizational levels. Another advantage is that STAMP
can be utilized to refine early system designs from safety perspective, because it is based on general systems
theory and systems engineering. While STAMP is a concept model based on system theory, a specific purpose
analysis method can be defined based on the concept. In section 2.2.1, several concrete methods based on
STAMP are introduced.
2.2.1 Methods for System Theoretic Safety Analysis

The STAMP related methods and the possible targets of the analysis are summarized in Figure 6. There are totally
four well-structured safety analysis methods for modern complex systems: System Theoretic Process Analysis
(STPA), Causal Analysis based on STAMP (CAST), Systems-Theoretic Early Concept Analysis (STECA), and
STPA-Sec. STPA is a hazard analysis method based on STAMP, and CAST is an accident investigation method.
STECA and STPA-sec are relatively new methodologies. STECA is invented by Dr. Fleming and it is
specialized for the analysis of Concept of Operation (ConOps) [11]. According to general system
engineering process, ConOps is the first specification defined in the process. Thus, refining ConOps by
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STECA can result in efficiently implementing system-theoretical constraints into modern complex systems.
In current socio-technical systems, security is strongly associated with safety. STPA-Sec invented by Dr.
Young is aimed for system-theoretical security analysis. While the basic idea is the same as STPA, hazards
are replaced by security vulnerability in STPA-Sec. In the following paragraphs, the brief description of
STPA and CAST are given, although the detailed analysis procedures are described in Prof. Leveson's book
with concrete examples [2].
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STPA is a hazard analysis method based on system theory. Although FTA might be the most common hazard
analysis method especially in aerospace domain, STPA can not only replace it but also give more
sophisticated insights to grasp modern complex system's behaviors. Basically. STPA is composed of two
analysis steps. Of course, before starting the analysis, the accidents and hazards of a target system should
be identified and then its control strtLcture should be also created to describe what kinds of control action
and feedback already exist inside the system. After that, the analysis is conducted by the following steps:

(1) Identify the potential unsafe control actions that could lead to a hazard by applying the fOur unsafe
control patterns defined in STAMP
(2) Determine how each

unsale control action identitlied in step I could occur
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In the first step. the four unsafe control patterns defined in STAMP are applied for each control action in
order to evaluate if each unsafe pattern leads to the predefined hazard(s). Based on the identified unsafe
control actions in the first step, how each unsafe control action happen is described in the second step. In
this step. the control

loop shown in Figure 7 helps the analysis. The control loop is composed of controller.

controlled process. actuator, and sensor, and each element is connected as organizing a loop. Because
various guide words to identify causal factors are given in the loop as shown in Figure 7, the scenarios
causing unsafe control actions can be logically created, once a unsafe control action is applied for the loop.
After these two step analysis, to implement counterneasures against the identified causal scenarios, safety
constraints are discussed. Because concrete hazardous scenarios already exist, it is not a difficult task to
come up with the effective safety constraints to prevent the scenarios. The constraints can be the
modification of control structure such as adding new controls and feedbacks or refining the process model.

improve system design from system safety perspective.

Therefore. the result of STPA can directly
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Although STPA is a relatively new method comparing with the other traditional methods, its effectiveness
has been already demonstrated in various domains including aerospace [12]. As one of the most important
unique characteristics of STPA, it can be applied in early system design development, while FTA requires
detailed component designs for the analysis. It means that system designs can be refined from safety
perspective when it is still flexible. Due to this characteristic, the cost to implement safety features into
systems can be drastically reduced, as well as essentially enforcing safety constraints on systems.
To analyze an actual accident based on the system theory, CAST can be utilized. In traditional accident
analysis, only direct physical causes are investigated, and the final outcome tends to be the simple root cause
which is valid to stop an only specific sequence of events or the reason to blame someone. On the one hand,
CAST provides the framework to identify the most critical systemic factors and refine a system design as
enforcing safety constraints to eliminate the factors as a whole system. The basic analysis steps are defined
as follows:

(1)

Identify violated system hazard and safety constraints

(2) Construct Safety Control Structure as it was designed to work
(3)

Determine if each component fulfilled its responsibilities or provided inadequate control

(4) Examine coordination and communication
(5) Create design recommendation
In the first and second steps, fundamental accident information and system design are examined. The control
structure should focus on not only physical process but also higher level controls as shown in Figure 4. After
describing the target system by a control structure, how some components inside the system did not fulfill
the assigned responsibility are analyzed.

Through this analysis, consequently what kind of unsafe control

actions were provided in the accident is also clarified. As a next step, to analyze why the responsibility was
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not fulfilled and the unsafe control actions were provided, the coordination and communication among
controllers are investigated. In this step, lack of control and missing feedback to cause the accident scenario
are examined. Finally, based on the examination, design refinement is proposed. The design
recommendation should not point out a specific factor in physical process as a result of CAST. Instead,
more various design factors at various system levels should be suggested to make the system safer.
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Chapter 3. Japanese Unmanned Transfer Vehicle
JAXA is one of a few space agencies that have contributed to international human space exploration, and
one of the most valuable contributions is the
The construction of the

ISS resupply service by unmanned transfer vehicle, the HTV.

ISS started from 1988, and the first resident crews arrived at the ISS in 2000. After

that, there have been always 2 to 6 crews in the ISS, which means resupply from the ground has been
essential to maintain the ISS operation. From 2009, the HTV has been in charge of this essential resupply
task, and more than 25 tons of goods have already been supplied to the ISS.

Needless to say, the

HTV system has been required to satisfy the highest level of safety, because it is also a

human space system. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) as well as JAXA had
carefully checked the design of the HTV, and finally the approval to approach and dock with the ISS was
given. Moreover, in every operation, the Ground Station (GS) crew of the HTV has spent tremendous effort
on the operation with the ISS crew to realize the safe flight and maintain the safety of the ISS. Although
safety is an important concern in all of space systems, especially in the ISS related systems like the HTV it
is the most important topic in the system development.
On the one hand, JAXA plans to replace the HTV with a new advanced vehicle called HTV-X, to realize
more efficient resupply [13]. While the new vehicle is planned to be launched in 2021, the ISS operation
plan after 2024 is still ambiguous, because NASA plans to move out from the ISS by 2024 and concentrate
on deep space human exploration [14]. Therefore, the HTV-X is expected to be utilized for the Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) experimentation platform and technology demonstration for the future vehicle contributing to
the next human exploration mission like lunar space station in addition to the original resupply mission.
Obviously, in the HTV-X system development, due to this complicated situation, JAXA will be required to
handle a level of complexity they have never experienced, while maintaining the same level of safety as the
HTV.
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In this thesis research, the HTV-X is selected as the target system, because the safety design is definitely the
biggest issue and the results from this study can directly contribute to the actual space system development.
Moreover, the academic outcome can surely contribute to the similar types of complex system including the
critical interaction between human operator and computer system. Because the basic design of the HTV-X
is proceeding from the existing HTV, first of all, the HTV is described in the section 3.1. After that, the
description of the HTV-X is given in the section 3.2.

3.1

Existing Transfer Vehicle

The HTV is an unmanned cargo transfer spacecraft aimed at delivering supply goods to the ISS (see Figure
8). The first HTV was launched in 2009 as the third unmanned vehicle to the ISS followed by the Progress
of Russian Federal Space Agency (Roscosmos) and the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) of European
Space Agency (ESA) [15]. The vehicle has two types of cargo: pressurized cargo and unpressurized cargo,
and the total loading capacity is 6,000 kg [3]. The uniqueness of the HTV is the rendezvous flight and
berthing technologies. The vehicle autonomously approaches to the ISS and stays at a point 10 m below.
After that, the vehicle is captured by the robotic arm of the ISS, called the Space Station Remote Manipulator
System (SSRMS), and finally docks with the ISS. This rendezvous flight and robotic arm docking were
brand new operations that had never been performed before the HTV. After the success of the HTV, these
technologies were transferred to the Dragon Spacecraft [16]. By 2015, JAXA has successfully launched and
operated five HTVs and plan to develop four more vehicles by 2019 [17].
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Figure 8: Physical Overview of the FITV [3]

3.1.1 Operation Phases

The operation of the HTV is mainly composed of five phases:

launch phase, rendezvous phase, proximity

operation phase, docked operation phase, and departure and reentry phase [3]. The overview of the operation
is shown in Figure 9. The vehicle is launched by [I-1l B rocket from the Tanegashima Space Center and
inserted at an altitude of about 300 km. Then, the vehicle starts to establish the rendezvous flight with the
ISS and finally reaches a point 5 km behind the ISS called the Approach

Initiation (Al) point and maintains

that distance. After that, the vehicle moves to 500 m below the ISS, which is called the R-bar Insertion (RI)
point , with the high accurate Relative Global Pointing Service (RGPS) navigation, and successively
switches to the Rendezvous Sensor (RVS) navigation to gradually rise up to 10 m below point by a feedback
control algorithm. Finally, the vehicle is captured by the SSRMS and docked with the ISS. After the
astronauts in the ISS, called the ISS crew, unload the transferred goods and load the daily trash from the
ISS, the vehicle is undocked by the arm and flies away from the ISS. At the end of the operation, the vehicle
enters the earth atmosphere and it is finally burned out by the air drag.
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Figure 9: Operation

The detailed maneuver plan
vehicle conducts a

Overve

3IfteHT

of the H TV is also shown in Figure 10 [ 18]. Before reaching the Al point, the

lot of orbit control maneuvers including somne large burn thrusting. Between the Al and

Rl points, the vehicle executes three relatively small maneuvers called Al, Rl', and Rl maneUvers. After
arriving at the RI point, the vehicle automatically starts feedback control for position and velocity to
giradUally approach the
finalky three

ISS. In the departure and reentry phase, several small maneuvers are executed, and

large deorbit maneuvers (DOM 1. DOM2-, and DOM") are conducted to make the vehicle enter

the earth atmosphere as planned.
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3.1.2 System Characteristics

The vehicle is composed of five main modules: Pressurized Logistics Carrier (PLC), Unpressuri zed
Logistics Carrier (ULC), Exposed Pallet (EP), Avionics Module, and Propulsion Module (see Figure

I1) [3].

However, because the flight functionality of the H TV is realized by only the avionics module and propulsion
module, in this thesis these two flight control related modules are explained in detail.

The avionics module is further decomposed into four subsystems: Comm unications, Data Handling,
Electrical Power, and Guidance Navigation & Control (GNC) subsystems. The communication between the
HUTV and the ground or the

ISS is established by the Communication subsystem that is supported by NASA's

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). The Data Hlandling subsystem relays the commands received
from the ground or ISS to each component and collects the telemetry data to be sent. The Electric Power

I

subsystem generates power by solar array panels, stores it in batteries. and distributes it to each component.

Finally, the GNC subsystem, a core subsystem for the autonomous flight, consists of Space Integrated GPS
& Instruments (SIGI), Rendezvous Sensors (RVS), Earth Sensor Assembly (ESA), Guidance and Control
Computer (GCC), Abort Control Unit (ACU). and Valve Drive Electronics (VDE) are shown in Figure 12
[18]. Once the HTV is on orbit, this subsystem autonomously acquires the navigation information by using
the SIGI and ESA and calculates the control amount based on the predefined flight plan. The ACE is a
special computer component aimed only to maintain the safety for the ISS, and its only function is to make
an abort operation which makes the vehicle fly away from the ISS, while the GCC has other various
functions as well as the abort function. Because each component of the subsystems has is redundant, the
ACE is activated only when more than 2 failures happens in the GCC. The VDE is an electric component
to convert the control amount calculated by the GCC or ACU to electric signal, and finally the signal is the
input for the propulsion module.
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Following the input signal from the avionics module, the propulsion module generates physical thrusting
force by Main Engine (M E) thrusters of which propel force is 500 N and Reaction Control System (RCS)
thrusters with 110 N (see Figure

13). In total. four ME thruster and twenty foUr RCS thrusters are included.

but half of them are backup. Likewise. two of four chemical propellant tanks are also redundant ones.
Generally, twelve RCS thrusters are used for the attitude control and small maneuver in the proximity and
departure phases, and the large maneuvers conducted in the rendezvous and reentry phases are realized by
two N E thrusters. Although the abort maneuver is generally made by the RCS thrusters because the required
thrusting force is relatively small, the ME thrusters also can be in charge when the RCS thrusters are no
longer available or the ACU conducts the abort.

~
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Figure 13: RCS thrusters and Main Engines of the existing

HITV

Moreover, the HTV automation has an unique Fault Detection, Isolation, and Recovery (FDIR) function
called "Safety Net" [18]. Through the whole approach operation, the vehicle has to avoid violating two
safety areas: Approach Ellipsoid (AE) and Keep Out Sphere (KOS) (see Figure 14). During the rendezvous
phase, the

HTV is expected not to violate the AE of which the dimension is 4 km x 2 km x 2 km ellipsoid.

centered at the center of the ISS mass, with the long axis along the ISS moving direction. Furthermore,
during the proximity and departure phases, the KOS. which is a sphere with a radius of 200 m, is applied as

the inviolable area. However, the vehicle cannot reach the SSRMS capture point without entering the KSO.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 15, the vehicle is permitted to enter the KOS only through the predefined
narrow 10 degree corn shaped corridor. To keep this safety area constraints, the FDIR always predicts the
future vehicle trajectory by propagating the current position and velocity, and autonomously triggers a
Collision Avoidance Maneuver (CAM) when the anticipated trajectory is largely deviated from the planned
orbit. If the predicted trajectory interferes with the safety areas, the automation selects the abort maneuver
as the CAM. On the other hand, the vehicle goes into free drift mode if there is no risk of violation but the
orbit is

just deviated.
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Figure 15: Permitted Approaching Corridor inside the KOS [14]
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3.2

New Transfer Vehicle

In 2015, the development of the next generation transfer vehicle was permitted and the vehicle was
temporarily named HTV-X [13]. The concept image of the ITV-X is shown in Figure 16. While the existing
HTV has succeeded in the

ISS resupply mission, two fundamental problems have emerged from the

operations.

Figure 16: Concept Image of the HTV-X
The first problem is the cost. Although the total cost of the HTV is not extremely expensive comparing to
the other existing unmanned transfer vehicles, JAXA has spent almost 67 billion yen on the development of
the first

ITV and 14 billion yen on vehicle manufacturing. Because of an economic recession in Japan, the

whole national space development budget has been gradually decreased. The budget for the ISS resupply
mission is not exempted.
The second problem is the operability. With every mission success, the GS crews of the HTV exert a
tremendous effort for every operation due to the inflexible and inefficient vehicle behavior. For example,
because each component has a redundant one, even a single trivial failure always triggers switching to the
redundant component. This switching causes a transient behavior in the system, which finally leads to a
suspension of the operation. Because the existing

ITV system is conservatively designed, it could

sensitively react to the small deviation caused by the transient behavior. The [TV-X is expected to realize

more smooth operation by accepting those trivial changes, which will surely reduce the burden of the GS
crews.
Originally, the mission of the HTV-X was to supply goods to the

ISS

with lower cost and more efficient

operation. However, to fully utilize the Japanese space resources and maximize the opportunity to make the
Japanese space technology advance, the other two new missions are also additionally defined: to provide a
flying technology experimentation platform on LEO and to demonstrate key technology for future moon
transfer vehicles.
In the orbital experimentation mission, the HTV-X will provide an opportunity for new space technology
experimentation on LEO before the vehicle re-enters the atmosphere and after departing from the

ISS.

Although it is still unclear what kind of experimentation will be performed, the experimentation of a new
space propulsion technology called Electrodynamic Tether (EDT) in the HTV-6 is a good example [19].
Because of the geo-magnetic field, electromotive force is naturally induced on the conductive tether. Due
to this electromotive force, by releasing the electrons from one edge of the tether and capturing them at the
other edge, electric current also passes through the tether, which finally induces the Lorentz force as the
propelent force of the EDT (see Figure 17). This technology is expected to be utilized in future space debris
removal missions, because debris will be automatically deaccelerated by the Lorentz force without using
any propellant only if the EDT is attached to the debris. In the HTV-6 flight, the EDT technology
demonstration is planned on the vehicle. Like this demonstration, the HTV-X is also expected to provide
the technology experimentation opportunities for various Japanese space technologists. While the LEO
experimentation mission is derived from domestic demand, the technology demonstration for the future
lunar transfer vehicle is driven by the international space exploration trend. In 2015, NASA officially
announced they plan to move out from the ISS by 2024 and is committed to human exploring in the deeper
space like the vicinity of the Moon [14]. Now the launch of the first HTV-X is schedule on 2021, and the
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second and third vehicles wvill have been

launched by 2023. Therefore,

it should be reasonable to make the

HTV-X development a heritage for the future mission.
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Figure 17: Overview of the Electrodynamic Tether Experimentation on the

HTV

3.2.1 Operation Phases
In the ISS resupply mission, JAXA plans to conduct almost the same flight plan as the existing HTV. The
maneuver plan will be the exact same, although the duration of the berthing at the

ISS will be longer. The only

change in the plan is inserting the LEO experimentation before the reentry. The operation overview of the HTVX is shown in Figure

18.
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Figure 18: Operation Overview of the HTV-X

3.2.2 System Characteristics

While the development experience of the existing HTV can be utilized in the H TV-X development, various
new requirements will be added. Although the System Requirement Review (SRR) has not been finished
yet, some architectural studies for the HTV-X have been conducted and a few system architectural
characteristics have already been specified.

The most significant change from the existing HTV is to integrate the Avionics Module and Propulsion
Module into one module called the Service Module (see Figure 19). Moreover, through this integration,
some of the system design will be simplified. For example, the RCS thrusters are aggregated into the Service
Module, while in the HTV design the thrusters are distributed around the vehicle body. Although the control
algorithm has to be largely modified, the piping from the propellant tanks to the thrusters will be shorter due
to this simplification, which results in a cost reduction.
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The other simplification is the solar array wing. In the existing H TV. the vehicle body is covered with the
solar panel to steadily generate electric power without being influenced by the vehicle attitude. While the
power generation of a solar array wing is strongly constrained by the attitude, the cost is expected to be
decreased because of the solar panel aggregation. Beside of these two cost reductions, the most significant
reduction will be accomplished by removing the ME thrusters. Of course, it requires the engineers to design
a new control algorithm to fly with the same orbit withoUt the ME thrusters, but the manfLitacturing cost will

be tremendously reduced. Including the other configuration changes (e.g. the battery configuration
simplification and sensor configuration change), JAXA plans to halve the manufacturing cost per vehicle
from the existing HTV.
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Figure 19: System Configuration Change from the HTV to the HTV-X

While the cost reduction can be realized by the simplification, the biggest issue is how to control the vehicle
dynamics without the ME thrusters. In the HTV-X vehicle there will be only the RCS thrusters, but the same
large burn maneuver will be required as with the existing HTV flight. To fully utilize the onboard resources
and accomplish the orbit control requirements with less resources, JAXA plans to replace the redundant
design policy bya new one called the resilient design policy [20]. Due to this new design policy, in the HTVX propulsion system, there will not be any backup thruster, and therefore all of the 24 RCS thrusters will be
always activated during the

operation.
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Figure 20 shows the difference in making a small maneuver, large maneuver, and rotation between the HTV
and HTV-X. Each thruster of the HTV-X has a specific position and cant angle, while in the HTV there are
two thruster having the same angle at the same position on the vehicle because of the redundancy. Moreover,
the cant angle is neither vertical nor horizontal against the body axis of the vehicle. This characteristic makes
it possible to control the vehicle without the ME thrusters. When making a small maneuver, as shown in the
top panel of Figure 20, the existing HTV fires the two thrusters directed against the maneuver direction. In
the HTV-X, four RCS thrusters will be used to make the same small maneuver. Although each thruster has
a specific cant angle, the other forces except for the maneuver direction cancel each other among the four
thrusters, and finally the vehicle can fly straight by the maneuver. However, the cancellation means that
propellant is uselessly consumed.

Similarly, all of the RCS thrusters will be used for large maneuvers in the HTV-X, while the existing HTV
just fires the two ME thrusters (see the middle panel of Figure 20). Of course, in this maneuvering, the same
cancel mechanism works to generate one directional force and the useless propellant consumption also
occurs. While causing the useless propellant consumption, the cant angle can be advantageous when
considering the attitude control too. As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 20, the thrusters used in the
attitude control are also used in the above translational maneuvering, because each thruster can generate
various directional force. In the existing

HTV, on the other hand, the different thrusters are utilized in the

attitude control. It means few specialized thrusters are always used in a specific control in the existing HTV.
However, in the HTV-X, each thruster can contribute to more varied control. Therefore, the same level
control as the HTV can be realized without the ME thrusters in the HTV-X, of course, although the propellant
consumption will be more.
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Figure 20: Comparison of Maneuver and Rotation between the HTV and HTV-X

Moreover, this resilient design policy can contribute to more effectively accomplish the required robustness
level. When a thruster failure happens in the exiting HTV, the thruster is immediately switched to the
redundant one, because the loss of even one of the twelve thrusters results in the collapse of the vehicle
attitude control. That means that in the worst case the nominal control can be terminated by only two RCS
thruster failures, and the vehicle has to make an abort by the ME thrusters. On the other hand, the HTV-X
propulsion system is expected to be more robust against the thruster failure. When a thruster failure happens,
the other thruster can compensate the loss of the thrusting force as shown in Figure 21, because one RCS
thruster can be utilized in various orbit and attitude controls due to its cant angle. The thruster used for the
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compensation is not the best choice to realize a required control, which means less maneuver performance
but more propellant consumption. but the attitude of the vehicle can be stabilized by the compensation and
somehow keep operating a planned maneuver with lower performance. Theoretically, the [ITV-X vehicle
can maintain the nominal attitude control even it more than two RCS

failures happen. and only if at least

eight synmetrical thrusters w ith irCspect to the center of the gravitv sUrvive, the si\ degrecs

of freedom

(6DoF) control can be somehow realized.
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Figure 21: Compensation Mechanism

of the

propulsion system
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Because of this robustness of the resilient design policy, the operability of the HTV-X is also anticipated to
be improved as well as the cost. For example, when a thruster failure happens, the vehicle can autonomously
counter the disturbance from the failed thruster and keep executing the command from the ground. The
advantage of this autonomous behavior is not only to keep operating under more than two failures. but also
not to require any activation and switching. In the existing -ITV the redundant thruster is required to be
suddenly activated when a failure happens and take over the task. During the five ITV operations. this
discrete behavior often unexpectedly made the vehicle unstable and finally led to the suspension of the
operation. However the discrete and

Unstable switching will never happen in the HTV-X, and this will

contribute to reducing the operation effort and the mental pressure of the operators preparing for unexpected
behaviors.

Moreover, this resilient design can be also regarded as one of the key technology for the future
vehicle. For example, if the

fLture

lunar transfer

lunar station is located at the Earth Moon Lagrangian 2 point (EM L2), it
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is almost impossible to define an appropriate abort point around the station because of the potential
gravitational instability. In other words, the abort in the future lunar transfer vehicle mission means
completely giving up the mission, while in the current ISS supply mission the HTV can try again after
aborting. Therefore, the future lunar vehicle is expected to somehow maintain the safety for the station
without aborting and continuing to approach the station. In this context, obviously the resilient design will
show better performance to successfully accomplish the mission.

3.2.3 Problem to be solved

While the resilient design is expected to benefit the cost and robustness of the HTV-X, it will also cause an
issue that has never emerged in JAXA's space systems. In the existing HTV, the control performance is
always constant even after thruster failure, because the exact same redundant thruster replaces the failed
one. When there is no component to be switched from the failed one, the HTV cannot maintain the
performance and it suddenly drops (see the left panel of Figure 22). In the resilient design, on the other hand,
the performance will be gradually degraded by each failure (see the right panel of Figure 22). From a safety
perspective, this control performance is critical, and it is mandatory during the operation to always maintain
the performance required in the abort maneuver. In the existing HTV, the performance level required for
safety can be assumed to be the same as the nominal control performance level. In other words, the abort
cannot be executed, when there is no redundant thruster to be switched and another failure happens.
Therefore, the number of failures can be the criterion to judge if the abort should be executed.

In the HTV-X, on the other hand, the abort cannot be executed when the control performance is below the
required abort performance. However, it is definitely one of the most difficult tasks to predict how much
performance will be degraded by the next failure. One of the possible solutions is to apply the same criterion
as the existing HTV, the number of failures, and design the vehicle to maintain the safety performance level
or more even if two failures happen. If this countermeasure is adopted, the resources cannot be fully utilized,
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Figure 22: System Performance Variation against Failure in Redundant Design (left) and
Resilient Design (right)
However, it should be also extremely difficult in the HI-TV-X to count the number of failures with certainty.
In the existing HTV. the number of failure is increased when the redundant component is activated. However,
this approach is not applicable in the HTV-X, because each failLlre is just controlled as a disturbance and
any switching never happens. Therefore, the operators have to give

up the clear and quite simple indicator

of the failure, the activation of the redundant components, and conduct more complex judgement based on
more careful and various performance parameter observation.

In addition, the resilient design also causes another problem because of the compensation mechanism. As
introduced above, the more inefficient thruster will be utilized in the compensation. Therefore, the longer
the vehicle tries to keep operating with the inefficient thruster configuration, the more propellant is
consumed.

FigLure 23 shows the result of the simulation about how much the total thruster firing time between the Al
and RI can increase when one thruster close failure happens during the Al maneuver. The close failure
means that the failed thruster never fires after once being failed. The timing of failure is also modulated
from 10 sec before the center time of the Al maneuver to 10 sec after. As shown in the figure, while most
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of aitUres increase the firing time by less than 30 per cent, some failure

Cases reach

more than 75 per cent

extra propellant consumption, and the worst case indicates that the vehicle spends almost twice the original
c01nsumTption.
Ihis simulation result shows that the propellant could be unexpectedly decreased and it coUld seriously
damage the flight plan even if the vehicle looks like it is somehow continuously operating with acceptable
control performance. If the propellant runs out, of course, the vehicle will not be able to be controlled at all.
This phenomena is similar to the decompensation defined by Hollnagel et al [21]. This decompensation in
the iTV-X should be carefully monitored and the human operator will be expected to take an appropriate
action to avoid the critical situation.

Figure 23: Impulse Time Change by one RCS Thruster Close Failure during Al maneuver

In short, the role of the human operators will be quite different in the HTV-X, although the mission concept
and flight plan are the exact same as the existing HTV. The operators will be required to supervise more
carefully the system performance, judge what actually happens inside the system while considering various
parameters, and finally determine the adequate next action to guide the systein to a successful state. Without
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understanding these important changes in the relationship between human operator and computer system,
any progress in the operability cannot be expected and rather a serious accident damaging the reputation of
JAXA might even occur.
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Chapter 4. Using STPA in New Vehicle Concept Design
In modem complex systems, implementing safety features in the later design phase is more difficult, because
the design flexibility is rapidly lost as the design phase proceeds and consequently design change in the later
phase is more expensive. Therefore, designing safety in the early phase is quite important for the success of
developments. As discussed in section 2.3, the early system safety design can be effectively realized by
STPA, while the traditional methods are only available in the later design phase.

In the HTV-X system development, the engineers need to newly create the system concept design, although
the existing HTV specification is available. Therefore, applying STPA in the concept design will
significantly contribute to leading the HTV-X project to success. Fortunately, the

design is still fluid

because even the System Requirement Review (SRR) has not been finished yet. Thus, it is feasible to
feedback the result of concept design analysis by STPA into the actual HTV-X system design.
As introduced in section 3.2, the HTV-X project has unique missions and stakeholder needs which are
different from the existing HTV. To satisfy these new project characteristics, the new design policy called
resilient design policy is introduced. This new policy will differentiate the concept design of the HTV-X
from the existing HTV even in the same ISS resupply mission. Therefore, one of the key in the analysis is
if the characteristics of the resilient design can be described by STPA and the analysis successfully guide
the improved concept design.

On the other hand, because again even the SRR has not been finished yet, any specification document about
the HTV-X system had not existed yet. Of course, the existing HTV design documents are available, which
can be utilized as useful references to create the HTV-X concept design. Because of the differences between
the existing HTV and HTV-X systems, however, the only highest level system concept can be partially
picked up from the existing HTV specification and customized for the HTV-X system. Therefore, STPA is
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expected to effectively guide this concept design creation process from safety perspective.
Fortunately, this concept design generation by STPA has been already demonstrated in an automotive system
by Thomas et al 2015 [22]. In the previous study, a generic Shift-By-Wire concept design is iteratively
refined from safety perspective based on a system-theoretic model based approach. . This iterative design
refinement process will be also advantageous in the HTV-X design analysis, because the initial HTV-X
system design can be once roughly created based on the existing HTV and the basic HTV-X system concept
and then it can be matured by this process.
The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the safety guided concept design analysis
based on STPA by actually creating the concept design of the HTV-X. First of all, in section 4.1, the scope
for the analysis is defined, and then the concept design generation methodology is described in section 4.2.
After that, the actual application result in the HTV-X is introduced in detail in section 4.3. Finally, the
discussion and conclusion about this analysis is given in section 4.4.

4.1

Analysis Scope

As introduced in section 3.2.1, the operation of the HTV-X consists of six phases. Here the proximity
operation phase is focused in this analysis, because it is the most critical and complex operation. In the
proximity phase, once the vehicle departs from the Al point, the onboard automation basically conducts all
of the controls without any command from the ground until the vehicle reaches at the 10 m below point
from the ISS, while in the other phases all maneuvers except for the autonomous abort are triggered by the
commands.
Moreover, in this autonomous approaching operation, the collision with the ISS is more concerned than the
other phases, because the vehicle autonomously penetrates the KOS through the permitted corridor and
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approach to the ISS until

the 10m below. While this critical operation is basically conducted by the

automation, the human operators are expected to adequately intervene the autonomous operation. From
human operator perspective, their role during the proximity operation phase is really different from the other
phases. In the proximity operation, the operators are expected to supervise and guide the autonomous
approaching operation, while they can almost fully control the vehicle behaviors by the manual commands
in the other phases. Therefore, in order to effectively contribute to the successful HTV-X system
development, the human supervisory system design in the proximity operation will be a good scope of this
early safety design analysis.

Because the final approaching orbit of the existing HTV was already agreed between NASA and JAXA, the
same orbit will be applied for the HTV-X operation, which means that the nominal maneuver plan in the
proximity phase will not be different between the HTV and HTV-X. Thus, in this study the nominal
operation scenario for the HTV-X is defined based on a fundamental system specification document of the
existing HTV called mission press kit [3]. In the scenario, before starting the proximity operation, all of the
vehicle health check has been finished, and the RGPS navigation has been also established. Between the Al
and RI points, four maneuvers are executed in total: Approach Initiation maneuver (Al maneuver), the first
Mid-Course maneuver (MCI maneuver), the maneuver prior to R-bar insertion (RI' maneuver), and the
second Mid-Course maneuver (MC2 maneuver). The Al and RI' maneuvers are relatively large thrusting
maneuvers to drastically change the flying trajectory, while the MCI and MC2 maneuvers are small
thrusting maneuvers aimed for precisely adjusting the orbit after those two large maneuvers. After reaching
at the RI point, the vehicle navigation is switched from the RGPS to the RVS, which triggers off the feedback
position control to gradually approach to the 10 m below point from the ISS called hold point. These
operation steps are described in detail in time series as follows;

(I) After NASA GS confirms the ISS status and the duty time of ISS crew, it finally gives the final approach
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permission to JAXA GS
(2) JAXA GS issues the approach initiation command by which the autonomous successive approaching
maneuvers are started.
(3) The vehicle automation calculates the control amount for each maneuver based on the predefined
approaching orbit and current RGPS data.
(4) The vehicle executes the Al maneuver with the calculated maneuver plan.
(5) After the Al maneuver, the vehicle automation updates the maneuver plan based on the RGPS data.
(6) The vehicle executes the MCI maneuver with the updated maneuver plan.
(7) After the MCI maneuver, the vehicle automation updates the maneuver plan based on the RGPS data.
(8) The vehicle executes the RI' maneuver based on the updated maneuver plan.
(9) After the RI' maneuver, the vehicle automation updates the maneuver plan based on the RGPS data.
(10) The vehicle executes the MC2 maneuver based on the updated maneuver plan

(11) The vehicle reaches at the RI point.
(12) When a reflected laser from the ISS is captured by the RVS at the RI point, the vehicle automation
switches the navigation data source from the RGPS to the RVS, and subsequently starts to vertically
rise up to the hold point by the feedback control

(13) The vehicle finally reaches at the hold point and stays there.
In this operation sequence, there are three types of human operators: NASA GS, JAXA GS (GS crew), and
ISS (ISS crew). However, the NASA GS does not provide any control for the vehicle, and just give the
permission to the JAXA GS before starting the approaching maneuvers. Although the GS and ISS crews
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also seem not to actively intervene the automation behaviors in the nominal scenario, indeed they can issue
a few commands to suspend the operation or make the vehicle quit approaching to the ISS. The abort
command which can be issued by either of them makes the vehicle execute the abort maneuver and
consequently fly back to the Al point. The hold command is also available for both crews, and it makes the
vehicle stay and keep the current distance from the ISS during the R-bar approach. Although the abort
maneuver is one of Collision Avoidance Maneuvers (CAM), there is another CAM called passive CAM.
The passive CAM command is provided by the only GS crew, and when receiving the command the vehicle
just stops executing maneuvers and drift as maintaining the nominal attitude. The passive CAM is used
when the current orbit does not violate the KOS but the vehicle is under an off-nominal condition. By using
these commands, the GS and ISS crews guide the vehicle to safe states.
In addition, the vehicle automation can also autonomously conduct the abort maneuver by the Safety Net
function. When the KOS violation is detected, the automation immediately executes the maneuver without
any command. Moreover, another full autonomous control is the attitude control. Because each RCS thruster
is fixed on the vehicle body with a specific direction, the direction of maneuvers is always influenced by
the vehicle attitude. Therefore, the vehicle always has to maintain a nominal attitude to finish each maneuver
as expected, because each maneuver calculation premises the nominal attitude. These two full autonomous
controls also work in parallel with the above human operators' control to keep the system safe.
Although a part of the concept design of the HTV-X is already clear due to the existing HTV design as
discussed above, the resilient design policy will introduce completely new behaviors under off-nominal
conditions which has never been seen in the existing HTV. As discussed in section 3.2.2, when a thruster
failure occurs, the vehicle keeps operating with degraded control performance due to the compensation
mechanism, while typical switching to a redundant component happens in the existing HTV. To adapt the
system to this new off-nominal behavior, the intervention by the ISS and GS crews will be also drastically
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changed as well as the autonomous control. Even if any new control is not added to those human controllers,
their judgement process will be significantly different at least, because some of the system indicators which
were useful in the existing HTV (e.g. switching to the redundant RCS thrusters) are no longer available in
the HTV-X. Consequently, this new design policy will lead to a quite different system design. However, no
one has clarified how the system design should be changed. Therefore, it will significantly contribute to the
actual HTV-X development

to safely integrate the unique off-nominal behaviors into the concept design

by STPA.

4.2

Concept Design Generation based on STPA

To create the concept designs for modern complex systems from safety perspective, STPA is the best
methodology. Because detailed design is not mandatory in the analysis, STPA is applicable even in concept
designs. Moreover,

a concept design can be described by a control structure and it can be directly refined

by finding missing elements in the control loops through identifying unsafe control actions and essential
safety constraints. Therefore, applying STPA for the concept design analysis of the HTV-X is a reasonable
solution to integrate safety into the system from the beginning of the development. Fortunately, a previous
study has already demonstrated a concrete method to utilize STPA in concept design analysis and the steps
to analyze the system design based on STPA are already defined as follows [22];

(1)

Define system accidents and hazards

(2) Create initial control structure

(3)

Identify initial unsafe control actions

(4) Derive safety constraints from unsafe control actions, and use the safety constraints to revise the control
structure and design

(5)

Identify high-level causal scenarios, and identify controls to eliminate or mitigate the high-level
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scenarios

(6) Formalize the unsafe control actions to identify any missing or conflicting UCAs and constraints,
resolve the identified conflicts, and revise the safety. constraints

(7) For scenarios not already controlled, identify more detailed causes by incorporating additional design
detail, and provide controls for the new causal factors identified

The first and second steps are the fundamental tasks to understand a system and start safety analysis. In the
third step, unsafe control actions are identified by the four potential unsafe control patterns defined in the
general STPA framework. Subsequently, safety constraints are derived from the identified unsafe controls.
Through considering how the constraints can be realized in the system, potential critical design decisions
are elicited. The following questions can support this elicitation process:

Does the initial control structure allow the controller to monitor the conditions in the constraints?

Do additional control actions need to be added to achieve or enforce the constraints?

Are there other controllers that may interfere with or violate the constraints?
By applying these questions, the initial control structure can be revised based on the safety constraints. After
that, causal scenarios are identified as assuming the cases violating the constraints. Based on the scenarios,
the system design can be again improved by applying the following questions:

How does the controller determine the information referenced in the scenarios?

Are additional controls needed to prevent identified flaws?

Are new controllers or new functionalities needed?

Do new constraints need to be defined?
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The answers for these questions can guide system engineers to introduce new system elements to prevent
the scenarios. Although the initial system design has been already modified based on each UCA, the design
can be further improved by analyzing the interactions among the UCAs. In the next step, the context table
developed by Dr. Thomas is applied to analyze the interactions [23] . In the context table, the possible
combinations of control execution conditions are holistically surveyed. From the combinations, missing
control execution conditions emerge, and it is investigated if each control action can be hazardous under
each missing condition. Moreover, by using the context table, it is also possible to identify conflicted unsafe
control actions. For example, if two unsafe control actions simultaneously happens under an identical
condition but fundamentally conflict against each other like providing a control action and not providing
the same one, the safety constraints derived from them would lead to an inconsistent system design, which
would potentially doom the system to the accidents. To prevent such situations, the safety constraints should
be revised as eliminating the conflicts. Finally, based on these missing unsafe control action identification
and control action confliction, more refined system design recommendation will be proposed.

In general system engineering process, system designs are getting more detailed through an iterative design
cycle. The integrated approach to system concept design and hazard analysis also enables engineers to
gradually refine the concept design from safety perspective. Although the concept design of the HTV-X still
includes some ambiguity especially in integrating the resilient characteristics into the off-nominal vehicle
behaviors, this safety guided system design approach can lead to a sophisticated concept design through the
design refinement process.

4.3

HTV-X Concept Design Analysis

To create the safer HTV-X system design that is capable of handling the off-nominal behaviors derived from
the resilient design policy, the concept design was refined based on the safety guided design process
introduced in section 4.2. Although the initial design was not so different from the existing HTV (see section
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4.3.1 and 4.3.2), the unique system characteristics emerged due to the new design policy after analyzing its
off-nominal behaviors based on STPA (see section 4.3.3, 4.3.4, and 4.3.5). Finally, the concept design was
sophisticated as it can safely handle the new system features and successfully complete the operation (see
section 4.3.6). The detailed results are shown in the following sections.

4.3.1 System Accidents and Hazards

As the first step of the safety guided design process, the system accidents and hazards are identified. For
the HTV-X system during the proximity phase, the following simple two accidents were defined:

[A-I] Collision with the ISS

[A-2] Loss of the resupply mission

The first accident is set to maintain the safety for the ISS. This accident should be most concerned in the
HTV-X project, because the accident can result in not only loss of the only space habitation station for
human being but also loss of the ISS crews. Although the first accident should be more critical for the HTVX operation, the second accident, loss of the resupply mission, is also a tremendous loss. If the opportunity
to transport the goods to the

ISS is completely lost, it would be recognized as the serious failure of the HTV-

X project among the stakeholders, which will finally damage the credit of JAXA from the ISS community.
Subsequently, the hazards leading these two accidents were defined as follows:

[H-1] The vehicle's orbit violates the KOS

[H-2] The vehicle is deviated from the planned orbit

[H-3] The vehicle is under uncontrollable state

[H-4] The vehicle keeps approaching when the ISS cannot accept the approaching operation
The H-I and H-2 are the hazards related to the physical vehicle orbit. The KOS is the most critical safety
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zone to avoid the collision risk with the

ISS, and it is mandated for all of the ISS related vehicles not to

violate the zone except through a pre-pennitted corridor. Moreover, even when the HTV-X vehicle orbit
does not violate the KOS, the only predefined flight orbit is permitted as an approaching route to the

ISS. It

means the vehicle has to quit approaching to the ISS if the vehicle orbit is deviated from the predefined
route. Basically, the orbit deviation can be recover by the abort maneuver unless the deviation is so large,
and the vehicle can restart the approaching maneuvers from the Al point. However, it costs the operators
additional effort. If the deviation is so large and the orbit is totally unexpected, a lot of propellant would be
consumed for the recovery and in the worst case the recovery operation might be terminated. In addition to
these vehicle orbit dynamics related hazards, if the vehicle unexpectedly falls into a mechanically
uncontrollable state (e.g. loss of power, and loss of propulsion), it could cause both accidents. While the
vehicle health status is a critical factor for the safe operation, similarly, the condition of the
important to avoid the accidents. If the vehicle keeps approaching when the

ISS is also

ISS is not ready for the approach,

the vehicle might have to give up the mission or might even enter the collision course. For the HTV-X
systems, to prevent these hazards will be top priority for safety in the proximity operation phase.
4.3.2 Initial Control Structure

The second step is to create the initial control structure to describe fundamental system elements in the
HTV-X system. Figure 24 shows the control structure for the proximity phase. As shown in the control
structure, there are four subsystems: NASA GS, JAXA GS,
crew,

ISS, and vehicle, and three controllers: GS

ISS crew, and vehicle automation provide 8 control actions in total. The control actions are listed in

Table 1. At the beginning of the operation, the GS crew provides the approach initiation command to start
the nominal approaching maneuvers. After receiving the command, the vehicle automation provides the
nominal maneuvers for the vehicle dynamics based on the maneuver plan, and the vehicle flies to the RI
point. When capturing the reflected laser from the ISS, the vehicle automation autonomously starts the R-
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bar approaching control, and the vehicle gradually approaches to the ISS. Therefore, in the nominal scenario,
the ISS and (iS crew do not provide ally control action except for the approach initiation provided at the
very beginning of this Sequence.
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Figure 24: Control Structure Diagram for the Final Approaching Phase

Table

I

Approach Initiation

2

Passive CAM

4

1: Control Action List

(2 IS (Al,
Initiate the snccessi Ve nominal maneuvers

MC1

Make the vehicle drift as maintaining its attitude

Abort

Make the vehicle execute the abort maneuver

Hold

Make the vehicle maintain the current distance from the

Nominal Maneuvers

ISS

Execute the nominal maneuvers (Al, MCI, RI', MC2)
Execute the feedback control to gradually approach to the

6

R-bar Approaching Control

7

Attitude Control

Maintain the vehicle nominal attitude

8

Abort Maneuver

Execute the abort maneuver
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ISS

On the other hand, to handle off-nominal situations, the human controllers are expected to properly use three
types of control actions: abort, hold, and passive CAM. While both GS and ISS crews can issue the abort
and hold commands, the passive CAM command can be provided by the only GS crew. The abort command
is literally the command to make the vehicle execute the abort maneuver. The hold command is only
available in the R-bar approaching operation. When the command is provided the vehicle automation once
suspends the approaching control and then maintains the current distance from the ISS by the feedback
control. When the passive CAM command is provided, the vehicle automation immediately stops the
nominal maneuvers and starts free drift as maintaining the nominal attitude.
In addition to these three control actions, the vehicle automation can also provide the abort maneuver
without receiving the abort command. When the automation detects the KOS violation, it autonomously
provides the control action to avoid the collision with the

ISS. Moreover,

during the proximity operation, of

course, the vehicle automation always provides the attitude control to maintain the nominal attitude.

For the feedbacks against the control actions, the dynamics data, component status, and RVS capture status
are available. The dynamics data represents the physical vehicle's position, velocity and attitude. The
component status shows each component's condition inside the vehicle. If a failure happens, it can be
identified from the component status data. Because the laser capture is an important control transition signal,
it is monitored by the RVS capture status. These data are delivered to all system elements including the
NASA GS from the vehicle dynamics.

4.3.3 Initial Unsafe Control Actions

Based on the system hazards and control actions, the unsafe control actions which can lead the system to
the hazards were identified by applying the four off-nominal patterns. To smoothly identify the unsafe
control actions, in this study the execution conditions for each control action were also analyzed. Take the
nominal maneuvers provided by the vehicle automation as example. The condition table for the nominal
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maneuvers is shown in Table 2. The table format follows the formalism used in SpecTRM-RL (Specification
Tools and Requirements Methodology - Requirement Language) [24], because it can guide a rigorous
condition definition and the definition is intuitive for engineers. Obviously, one of the execution conditions
for the nominal maneuvers is that the approach initiation command has been already provided before the
nominal maneuvers start. Moreover, the vehicle orbit should not be deviated from the planned orbit, and the
vehicle attitude should be also nominal. Since the vehicle has to suspend the nominal maneuvers and
perform the abort maneuver if any critical failure happens, the vehicle component status should not indicate
any failure before the maneuvers. Similarly, the ISS status should be ready for the approaching and docking.
Considering the off-nominal behaviors, the passive CAM and abort maneuver have to be prioritized more
than the nominal maneuvers, because any additional maneuver during the passive CAM or abort maneuver
can lead to the KOS violation. Therefore, the nominal maneuvers should be prohibited when the vehicle is
executing the passive CAM or abort maneuver. Due to the resilient design policy, as discussed section 3.2.3,
the vehicle control performance is no longer stable. If it is less than the performance required for the nominal
maneuvers, the vehicle would not complete the maneuvers, and furthermore would go to an unexpected
state once initiating the maneuvers with the degraded perfonnance. Therefore, the control performance
should be more than the required performance before the nominal maneuvers are initiated.

Table 2: Condition Table for the Nominal Maneuvers
Approach Initiation is Provided

T

Vehicle Orbit = Deviated

F

Vehicle Attitude = Nominal

T

Vehicle Component Status = Ready

T

ISS Status = Ready

T

Vehicle Mode = CAM

F

Control Performance > Nominal

T
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The execution conditions for the other control actions were also respectively analyzed as with the nominal
maneuvers. However, note that it should be quite difficult to identify the complete conditions in this step.
Generally, it is impossible to create the complete design at the beginning of system design. Instead, the
design including the condition tables should be iteratively refined through the design process. Therefore, in
this step, the execution conditions should be independently identified for each control action, and the
completeness should be discussed later in the context table analysis.

Finally, based on the first version condition tables, each control action was analyzed by the four potential
unsafe patterns. As a result, 40 unsafe control actions were identified in total from the initial HTV-X concept
design. Table 3 shows the result of the analysis about the nominal maneuvers. As shown in the table, when
the maneuvers are not provided, it is expected not to cause any hazard. Indeed, if the nominal maneuvers
are not provided when the vehicle is at the Al point, the vehicle will stay there. Even if one of the maneuvers
is suddenly cancelled after the vehicle initiates the successive maneuvers, the vehicle automation will
conduct the abort maneuver when the orbit violates the KOS. Therefore, not providing the nominal
maneuvers cannot cause any hazard.

On the other hand, the other three providing patterns can cause the hazards. When all of the condition is
satisfied, of course, proving the nominal maneuvers can never be hazardous. However it can be hazardous
if one of the conditions is not satisfied. Therefore, the unsafe control actions were identified by considering
when each condition is not satisfied. In the first case (UCA-5.1), the vehicle can violate the KOS or fly to
an unexpected orbit if the nominal maneuvers are provided when the orbit is deviated from the planned orbit.
Although the MCI and MC2 might be able to recover the deviation, the vehicle cannot keep following the
planned trajectory if the deviation is large. Potentially, it can result in the situation that the vehicle
automation forcefully tries to keep executing the nominal maneuvers but cannot adequately update the
maneuver plan due to the large orbit deviation. Finally, it will cause H-I or H-2 hazard. Because the nominal
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attitude is premised in any maneuver calculation, the nominal maneuvers under an off-nominal attitude can
lead an unexpected trajectory and cause H-1 or H-2 as defined in UCA-5.2. In the third unsafe case (UCA5.3), providing the nominal maneuvers when the vehicle is executing the CAM (abort or passive CAM) can
cause H-I, H-2 or H-3. Because the CAM is executed when there is a risk in the operation, it can retrieve
the risk and endanger the safety for the ISS. Moreover, as shown in UCA-5.4, the vehicle can be in an
uncontrolled state if the maneuvers is provided when the vehicle component status indicates an abnormality,
because the vehicle behavior cannot be predicted after executing the maneuver under the abnormal condition.
As discussed in section 3.2, in the resilient design, the control performance is no longer stable, and it can be
degraded by the vehicle condition. Therefore, the nominal maneuvers can potentially be executed with the
degraded control performance which is less than the required level to complete the maneuvers. Finally it
can lead to H-1, H-2, or H-3 as indicated by UCA-5.5. The UCA-5.6 is related to the order of commands.
After the GS crew clears various status checks to confirm the vehicle healthiness, the approach initiation
command is provided. Thus, before receiving the approach initiation or so long after it is provided, the
nominal maneuvers can be inadequate against the surrounding conditions because the permission is ignored
or no longer effective. In addition, too long maneuver execution (UCA-5.7) can also happen when the
control performance is degraded in the HTV-X. When the vehicle control does not work as expected, the
compensation mechanism autonomously tries to recover the control. This compensation mechanism can
lead to applying the maneuvers longer and consequently consuming more propellant. If the compensation
is too much,

a damage can be caused in the thruster firing too long or too much propellant consumption

can cause loss of propulsion. In these unexpected conditions, of course, the vehicle will go to an uncontrolled
state. This unsafe control action never happen in the existing HTV, because the compensation mechanism
is not designed in the existing vehicle. That is to say, the unique off-nominal behavior of the resilient design
was successfully described by the STPA framework.

The same analysis result for the other control actions is shown table A-I in appendix A.
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Table 3: Unsafe Control Action Table for the Nominal

tineuvers

The vehicle stay at the

UCA-5. 1: Providing the nominal maneuver

UCA-5.6:

the

UCA-5.7: Applying the nominal

Al point

when the vehicle orbit is deviated or

nominal maneuvers when the

maneuvers too long can cause H-

violates the KOS can cause H-I, or H-2

ISS is not ready (= before the

Or
->

No.10
UCA-5.2: Providing the nominal maneuver
when the attitude is not nominal
cause H-

can

1, or H-2

UCA-5.3: Providing the nominal maneuver
Nominal

when the vehicle is executing abort or

Maneuvers

passive CAM can cause H-I or H-2

UCA-5.4: Providing the nominal maneuver
when the vehicle status is not ready can
cause H-1, H- 2 . or H-3

UCA-5.5:.Providing the nominal maneuver
when the control performance is less than
the Al maneuver performance
H-I. H- 2 , or H-3

can cause

Providing

approach

initiation

is

provided)

can cause H-4

not

4.3.4 Initial Safety Constraint and Causal Scenario

As a next step, the safety constraints to prevent the identified unsafe control actions are defined. By
translating the 40 unsafe control actions identified in section 4.3.3, in total,

21 safety constraints were

defined in the HTV-X concept designs. To simplify the constraints, 10 of 21 constraints were described as
enforcing to prevent multiple UCAs, although the other eleven constraints are derived by just rephrasing a
single UCA. For example, the UCA-5.7: Applying the nominal maneuvers too long can cause H-3 is an unique
unsafe control action in the resilient design, and the other several controls also can be applied too long or too
short like UCA-5.7. Therefore, to prevent such undesirable control execution with wrong duration, the following
safety constraint should be defined: each control must be executed within an acceptable thrusting range. The
other safety constraints are shown in table A-2 in appendix A.

Furthermore, the control structure is revised based on the safety constraints. Take "each control must be
executed within an acceptable thrusting range" as example. The acceptable thrusting range is still not clear,
because any detailed design has not existed yet. Although the range should be clearly defined in the later
development phase, an additional information should be monitored at least to estimate the current thrusting
amount. In reality, it is quite difficult under weightless environment to directly monitor how much propellant is
consumed in the vehicle propellant tank. On the other hand, it is possible to count the firing time of each thruster
and indirectly estimate the amount. The estimation cannot be super accurate, but can be utilized in judging the
over propellant consumption. Therefore, from this discussion, the thruster firing time was added on the feedbacks
from the vehicle dynamics to vehicle automation as a new system element.

Likewise, the other constraints were also analyzed (see table A-3 in appendix A) and nine new elements were
added in total on the control structure as listed on Table 4. Figure 25 shows the updated control structure. As
discussed above, the thruster firing time is introduced as a new feedback from the vehicle automation.
Moreover, the other important new feature proposed by this analysis is that the OCS / PROX C&DH
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I

provides new feedbacks to the GS crew / ISS crew based on the existing raw data from the vehicle. For
example, the attitude anomaly and KOS violation warming were added as new

feedbacks. These feedbacks

can be easi ly calculated from the dynamics data, and the dynamics data had existed before the analysis.
However, is the dynamic data itself what the human operators really want to know to guide the vehicle? The
critical information for the operators is definitely whether the attitude is off-nominal or nominal, and the
orbit violates the KOS or not. In order for the computer system to effectively SUipport the human operators,
rather than

just providing the raw data, the feedback to the operators should make them easily aware of the

critical changes in the system like the attitude and orbit anomalies. As described in this discussion.,
considering) how to enforce the safety constraints as a whole systern consequently led to those important
human - automation interaction designs.

Table 4: Control Structure Revision List in the First Iteration

I

"Attitude Anomaly" should be added on the feedback from the

OCS/PROX C&DH t

S

SC- I

GS/ISS crew
2

"Vehicle Mode" should be added on the feedback from the vehicle automation to
SC-2
GS/ISS crew through the OCS PROX C&DH

3

"Vehicle Status Anomaly" should be added on the feedback from the OCS/PROX
SC-3
C&DH to GS/ISS crew

4

"Thruster Firing Time" should be added on the feedback from the vehicle dynamics to
SC-4, 9, 10
the vehicle automation

5

"Thruster Firing Time" should be added on the feedback from the vehicle automation
SC-4
to the OCS and PROX C&DH

6

"Control performance" should be added on the feedback from the OCS/PROX C&DH
SC-4
to GS/ISS crew

7

"KOS Violation Warning" should be added on the feedback from the OCS/PROX
SC-5
C&Dfl to GS/ISS crew

8

"Orbit Deviation Warning" should be added on the feedback from the OCS to GS crew

SC-1 I

9

"ISS Status" should be added on the voice loop between the ISS and GS crew

SC-13
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Figure 25: Revised Control Structure Diagram by the First Iteration

Subsequently, the causal scenarios were derived from each safety constraint. This causal scenario analysis
was guided by the control loop diagram. Take the same constraint, SC-10: Each control must be provided
within an acceptable thrusting range, again as example. Figure 26 shows the control loop diagram to identify
the causal scenarios violating SC-10. Although 9 causal scenarios were identified in total, two following
scenarios are focused here;

-

Because the vehicle automation incorrectly believes that each control should not be stopped until it is
completed, the control is provided over the acceptable thrusting range

-

Because the thruster Firing time range is wrong, the control is provided over the actual range
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The first scenario indicates an incorrect algorithm implementation in the vehicle automation. This scenario
can be prevented by implementing a function to count the thrusting time and stop the control if the thrusting
time is over the acceptable thrusting range. However, what could happen if the threshold is wrong? The
second scenario represents this case. Obviously, the threshold is a critical controller input for this control
loop, and if this input parameter is incorrectly given to the vehicle automation, the automation could
incorrectly apply the control too long. While the algorithm and threshold are recognized as important design
elements, the problem is how to prevent these undesirable scenarios. Of course, the effort to verify and
validate the threshold and algorithm will be mandatory. However, there is a limitation of this effort especially
in huge and complex systems. Moreover, similar inadequate algorithm and parameter setting can be
hazardous in the other cases. Therefore, these scenarios should be prevented by not only the automation
design but also human operators. For example, if the GS crew monitors each control result which can be
evaluated by the firing time and dynamics data, it can judge whether the control is successfully completed
within the acceptable time range. If the control is not finished when the firing time already overs the range,
the GS crew can issue the command to stop the maneuver like the passive CAM. These scenarios and design
recommendation are summarized in Table 5. Likewise, the causal scenarios, and design recommendations
for the other safety constraints are shown in figure A-I and table A-4 in appendix A.
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Figure 26: Control Loop Diagram for SC-10

Table 5: Sample Causal Scenarios and Design Recommendation for SC-10

provided

Each

control

within

thruisting range

an

must

be

acceptable

S-10.1:

the

vehicle

incorrectly

believes

Because

aUtomation

The vehicle automation shall count
the thruster firing time.

that each control should not be

If the firing time is over the

stopped until it is completed, the

acceptable firing time range. the

control

is

provided

over

the

acceptable thrusting range

S-10.13:

Because

the

vehicle

automation

shall

autonomously stop thrusting.

thruster

The GS crew shall monitor each

firing time range is wrong, the

control result (thrusting time

control is provided over the actual

dynamics data) and

range

control is completed within the

&

SC-10:

judge if the

acceptable time range.
If not, the GS crew shall issue the

Etc.

command to stop the maneuver.
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4.3.5 Refining Unsafe Control Scenario and Adding Design Detail
While the design recommendations derived from the initial unsafe control actions should be reflected to the
system design, additional unsafe control actions can be identified in the next step. This analysis helps the
engineers to realize of the system designs which have not been discussed during the previous design analysis
cycle. In the previous analysis, the execution conditions for each control action had been already identified,
and the conditions are composed of the following eight elements:

ISS Status, Vehicle Orbit, Vehicle Attitude,

Vehicle Status, Vehicle Mode, Control Performance, RVS Capture, and Control Duration. The context table
can be defined based on these elements as shown in Table 6 and Table A-5 in appendix A. From this context
table, four additional unsafe control actions were identified by considering a few missing control execution
conditions in the previous analysis. Moreover, the conflictions among safety constraints were found in three
controls.

One of four additional unsafe control actions is shown in Table 6. In this additional unsafe control action
case, the nominal maneuvers are provided when the RVS is activated (see UCA-5.8 in Table 6). In the initial
unsafe control action analysis, this RVS capture status was ignored when considering the control execution
conditions for the nominal maneuvers, because the RVS capture status is implicitly expected not to be "ON"
before the vehicle reaches at the RI point. This implicit design assumption indicates that the laser reflection
only comes from the reflector attached on the bottom of the ISS. However, in reality the RVS could be
accidentally activated due to the sensor noise like the Mars Polar Lander accident introduced in section 2.1.
In the current design, it is not sure what could happens if the RVS is activated before reaching at the RI
point.

If this unexpected scenario is not found until the end of the development, in the worst case, the

navigation data source for the nominal maneuver can be incorrectly switched to the RVS from the RGPS,
although the RVS cannot produce any appropriate dynamics data. This totally inappropriate behaviors will
cause an unstable maneuver based on the wrong navigation data, and it finally
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leads the vehicle to an

unknown state.

The same navigation data source confusion could happen in the other two vehicle maneuvers: the R-bar
approaching control and abort maneuver (see UCA-6.8 and 8.7 in table A-5 in appendix A). If the RVS
capture status is "On" but the vehicle orbit data indicates that the vehicle is outside the RVS navigation
range, it would be dangerous to rely on the RVS data because of the inconsistency between the capture status
and vehicle orbit. These three cases has not been considered at all in the initial unsafe control action analysis,
and it definitely points out the vulnerability of the navigation transition from the RGPS to RVS. The
complete context table and the other additional unsafe control actions are shown in Table A-5 in appendix
A.
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Table 6: Context Table for the Nominal Maneuvers
Not
Control

ISS

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Cntrl

RVS

Cntrl

Providing

Action

Status

Orbit

Attitude

Mode

Status

Perf.

Capture

Duration

Causes

Hazards
19

*

Deviated
/KOS

20

*

*

21

*

*

*

*

Maneuvers

23~~*

Al**No

Hazards

*

*

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-5.1

*

*

*

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-5.2

*

CAM

*

*

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-5 .3

*

*

*

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-5.4

Off-

Nominal

Causes

*

*

Nominal

Not

22

Providing
Prviin

UCA-5.5

Yes

Readyy
Not
24

*******No

Ready

Yes

UCA-5.6
UCA-5.7

_____

25

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Toolong

No

Yes

26

*

*

*

*

*

*

ON

*

No

Yes

*

denotes conditions that do not matter for a given row

New
UCA-5.8

To successfully complete the navigation transition between the RVS and RGPS, an additional safety
constraint should be required as follows: "each maneuver must be provided based on the valid navigation
data source." The next question is how to realize this constraint as a system design. First of all, the RVS
should be prohibited until the vehicle reaches at the RI point and the reflected laser is actually captured. In
addition, the automation should also check if the vehicle position is inside the RVS range as well as the
capture status is activated. If the inconsistency between the position and status is detected, the vehicle
automation should autonomously switch again the navigation source from the RVS to RGPS and perform
the abort maneuver. Furthermore, the GS crew should also have an authority to manually change the
navigation data source, because the human operator can finally correct the automation judgement from a
whole system perspective.

Another benefit of the context table is the conflict identification among UCAs. Table 7 shows the confliction
about the abort maneuver. As described in UCA-8.2, when the vehicle orbit violates the KOS, the vehicle
must execute the abort maneuver. However, if the control performance is less than the abort maneuver
performance, the maneuver must not be executed because the control will be unstable and unexpected.
Therefore, if the KOS violation happens when the current performance is less than the abort maneuver
performance, both providing and not providing cases would cause hazards.
Table 7: Conflicts between the UCAs for the Abort Maneuvers
<= Conflict =>

UCA

[UCA-8.2]

[UCA-8.4]

Not Providing the abort maneuver when the

Providing the abort maneuver when the

KOS is violated can causes H-I

control performance is less than the abort
performance can cause H-1, H-2, or H-3.

Safety

[SC-2 1]

[SC-9]

Constraint

The abort maneuver must be provided when

Each control must be provided only when the

the orbit violates the KOS

current control performance satisfies the
required performance for the control
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How can this conflict be avoided? Although the other solution might be able to be proposed, there are two
possible ways to update the safety constraints to resolve this conflict. The first one is to constrain the vehicle
to perform the abort before the performance is less than the abort maneuver performance. This idea is
derived from the existing HTV design. In the existing HTV, the vehicle always checks the component status
and autonomously conducts the abort maneuver before the vehicle cannot perfonn the abort maneuver due
to component failures. This design is reasonable in the existing HTV, because the system is based on a
simple redundant design and the performance of the existing HTV can be predicted by counting the number
of failure (see Figure 22). However, taking the exact same approach in the HTV-X will be quite difficult. In
the existing HTV., a thruster failure immediately results in the attitude anomaly, which enables the
automation to count the number of failures and switch the whole thruster system to redundant one. On the
other hand, in the resilient thruster design of the HTV-X, although a thruster failure also disturbs the attitude,
the disturbance is immediately controlled. In addition, the automation cannot precisely know how many
failures cause the disturbance. Therefore, even if the HTV-X vehicle also has the same control capability to
execute the abort maneuver Linder any 2 failure conditions as the existing HTV, it will be hard for the
automation to judge the abort timing.
An alternative design idea is to engage the human operator in this critical judgement. Because of human's
excellent capability of understanding data trends, the human operators might be able to recognize the
performance variation and make an appropriate judgement for the abort timing. To realize this operation, as
the second safety constraint,

the GS crew is constrained to reconfigure the RCS thrusters when the

performance is less than the abort performance. As discussed in section 3.3, if 8 of 24 thrusters are available,
the vehicle can perform the abort maneuver. Therefore, only if the GS crew selects available eight thrusters
and deactivates the other ones, the KOS violation would be able to be avoided by this operation. This thruster
reconfiguration was added to the control structure as a new control action, to somehow recover the control
performance to maintain the safety for the ISS.
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H-owever, bOr the hunman operators to
because

judge

generally hum'an proccssiniig is not so

the abort execution, a certain amount ol time
last

will

be spent.

as cornipiteir. Fuitheim ore, the perhormaIce can he fiUrther

degraded and be less than the abort perfoIrmance during

they arejudging It. There fore, in order to keep the

time for the GS crew to find the available thrusters, the vehicle should be designed as the control
performance is gradually degraded, because it can be quite difficult to make the successful reconfiguration
if the performance suddenly drops by a few failure. The updated safety constraint, detailed causal scenario,
and new design recommendation are summarized in Table 8.
Figure 27 shows the revised control structure through the second design refinement process. In the second
iteration, as discussed above, two new control actions were added: sensor reconfiguration and thruster
reconfiguration. Because the resilient design leads to more complex system behaviors than the existing HTV,
it is infeasible to deal with the behaviors by only the automation. Therefore, to guide the system to safety.
these new human interventions will be essential in the HTV-X operation.
Table 8: Updated Safety Constraint, Causal Scenario, and Design Recommendation for the
Confliction between UCA-8.2 and 8.4

The vehicle automation provides the
abort maneuver
[Revised SC-9]

KOS

violation is detected. However, the

Thruster reconfiguration
must

be

provided

when

the

current

performance is less than
the required

when the

maneuver

control performance is already less
than the abort performance due to
some thruster failures, and therefore
the abort is imperfect, which leads
the vehicle to an unexpected orbit.

performance

Each RCS thruster's control duty shall
be reconfigured by command
The reconfiguration command shall be
acceptable during any control, and after
the

reconfiguration

the

control

immediately restarts.
The control performance shall not drop
under the abort performance by a single

Etc

failure
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Figure 27: Revised Control Structure Diagram for the Final Approaching Phase

4.4

Conclusion of STPA application

Various design recommendations have been successfully generated from the safety guided design process.
Although any safety analysis has never been applied in the concept design of JAXA's spacecraft. this result
indicates that STPA can help the engineers in creating the safer H1TV-X system design from the early
development phase. Furthermore, because the approach is quite systematic. this outcome can be reproduced
in the other general complex systems. The technical conclusion for the HTV-X system is given in section
4.4.1 and the academic conclusion about the effectiveness and applicability 1 r the general systems is
discussed in section 4.4.2 in detail.
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4.4.1 Technical Conclusion

One of the most important outcomes from this analysis is that concrete but still system level designs were
successfully derived from just ten fundamental control actions in the early concept design of the HTV-X.
By applying the four unsafe control patterns, 45 unsafe control actions were identified in total and then 22
system level safety constraints were also defined. Although there is not any formal specification, various
concrete causal scenarios violating the constraints were also created from the control loop analysis. Finally,
a lot of useful design recommendations were proposed based on the scenarios. During actual design tradeoff
discussion, to convince various stakeholders, concrete and logical backgrounds are required for each design
recommendation. All of the design recommendations from STPA is not only supported by systems theory
but also traced to concrete scenarios and fundamental system controls. Moreover, the recommendations
covers a wide range of system behaviors. Therefore, this analysis results will deserve actual concept design
candidates.

As another important result, although the resilient design is still conceptual, its characteristics were
successfully described from safety perspective. In the HTV-X development, the central concern of the
engineers will be how to implement the resilient design policy into an actual system without any critical
flaw. While the design policy can significantly contribute to the cost reduction and smooth operation, it can
also cause unexpected off-nominal behaviors which never happen in the existing HTV system. Therefore,
it will be definitely beneficial if the engineers find various unsafe control actions and causal scenarios related
to the resilient design policy. Indeed, 18 of 45 unsafe control actions (UCA- 1.2, 1.5, 2.3, 3.2, 3.3, 4.2, 4.5,
5.2, 5.5, 5.7, 6.2, 6.5, 6.7, 7.2, 7.3, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, and 8.6) identified in this analysis are caused due to the
resilient design. Furthermore, the causal scenarios and design recommendations related to the policy were
already derived from those unsafe control actions. These outputs will surely contribute to understanding the
risk of the new design policy at the very beginning of the development, and provide support to the design
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discussion about the resilient system.

Furthermore, it is also a significant outcome that new feedbacks and control actions to prevent specific
causal scenarios were added to the basic control structure. The thruster firing time and control performance
do not exist in the existing HTV system, but in the HTV-X system these are definitely essential for the
human operators to adequately understand the vehicle state. The thruster reconfiguration is the new control
to guide the autonomous compensation mechanism to complete the maneuvers without imposing too much
burden on the vehicle. Although the control amount calculation and control execution are still conducted by
the automation, the GS crew can assist the automation in successfully completing the maneuvers under offnominal conditions. This cooperative operation also has never been observed in the existing HTV, but it is
essential to lead the more complex new vehicle to safe states in any situation.
From the context table, the unsafe control actions that had been missed in the first cycle were identified with
a systematic way. During the concept design phase, engineers tend to rely on unstructured creativity because
of a high degree of freedom in design space and, therefore, conflicts among control execution conditions
and lack of consideration about the conditions can easily happen. Indeed, the RVS capture status had not
been considered in the nominal maneuver execution conditions in the first cycle, even though it can cause
the navigation data source confusion in the control. Furthermore, the conflict about the abort maneuver in a
specific condition was also missed in the first analysis. While the conditions are getting more detailed in the
later development phase, it will be more difficult to find and eliminate these system design pitfalls, because
the system is decomposed into several subsystems and the viewpoint as a whole system tends to be lost.
Therefore, to reduce the design rework as well as critical operation risk, it is quite important to identify the
hard-to-find unsafe controls in the early design phase and find a solution for each control as a whole system.

4.4.2 Academic Conclusion
This analysis demonstrated that the integrated approach to system design and hazard analysis can effectively
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work in concept design creation and consequently guide the design to be more robust against off-nominal
behaviors. Generally, every design recommendation has to be always appropriate with respect to the design
maturity level. If the recommendation is too detailed, it will be declined in order to maintain the design trade
space for the later phase. On the one hand, too general recommendations not based on any specific target
system characteristic will be never accepted. In this safety guided design approach, because the causal
scenarios were induced from the basic system level controls, each design recommendation generated from
the scenarios can be traced back to the basic controls. Therefore, the result of the analysis will be always
acceptable even in the concept design phase as long as a proper control structure and control actions are
defined based on the original system design at the very first step of the analysis.
In addition, while the analysis process is based on the basic system information, the system design can be
improved as the system can deal with various off-nominal situations. As discussed in the previous section,
the design recommendations to prevent various unsafe control actions were actually proposed through the
analysis. It indicates the process successfully helps the analysist in holistically identifying undesirable
system behaviors and systematically proposing the countermeasures to avoid them.
As another important feature of this approach, the interaction between the automation and human operators
can be designed from the whole system perspective. In the HTV-X concept design analysis, by deeply diving
into the causal scenarios based on the control loop diagram, the causes why the human operators can miss
important system indicators were analyzed and finally countermeasures were also defined. For example,
although the vehicle status is important information from the operators' perspective, the critical information
for their decision making will be if the status indicates an anomaly or not. Therefore, the ground systems
should notify them of the anomaly rather than simply display the status. It is also one of the important
advantages of STPA to enable the analysts to think what the operator should really know to safely control
the system.
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Moreover, the cooperative controls between the automation and human operators were proposed in the
design recommendations. When considering some recommendations, it was quite difficult to prevent the
causal scenarios by only improving the vehicle design. For example, if the vehicle mode expected by the
automation is inconsistent with the actual mode, can the automation detect the inconsistency by itself?
Although it might be possible, the design of the vehicle will be surely quite complicated and redundant. In
this analysis, the intervention from the human operators was naturally guided by the analysis process,
because the existence of the human controllers is clearly impressed by the control structure at the beginning
of the analysis. Furthermore, the process guidance promotes thinking about the needs of additional controls
to prevent the causal scenario. Especially in the early stage of system design, to re-consider the functionality
allocation among the automation and human operators is quite important, because changing the allocation
in the later stage will endanger the development as well as result in rework. Thus, it has an important
meaning for utilizing the integrated design approach in the early development phase that the allocation can
be successfully improved from safety perspective.
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Chapter 5. Using CAST in Existing Vehicle's Incident Analysis
In new system development, creating a successful system design from the early development phase (e.g. the
concept design development using STPA)

significantly contributes to the success of the mission. However,

it is also quite important to analyze the past actual accidents in similar systems and propose design
recommendations to prevent future accidents having the same characteristics. For example, in 2003 JAXA
experienced a serious rocket accident that the rocket had to be intentionally destroyed by command [25].
After this accident, some rocket parts submerged at the sea bottom were salvaged to investigate the cause
of the accident. Due to this tremendous effort, JAXA has succeeded successfully in rocket launch operations
more than 30 times in a row after the accident. Similarly, to learning from past undesirable operations in the
existing HTV will surely contribute to the success of the future HTV-X system.

Fortunately, no serious accident has never happened in

HTV operations. Despite the successes of the

missions and the lack of critical failures, there have still been a few undesirable incidents. In this study, the
HTV-3 abort incident is the focus, and CAST is applied for the incident analysis. Because system-level
design recommendations based on an actual accident or incident can be derived from CAST analysis, the
result of the analysis can be immediately fed back to the system design of HTV-X.
In addition, the incident is strongly related to the human and automation interaction. In this incident, the
uncoordinated behavior between human operator and automation could be observed. If systemic viewpoint
is lacked in the incident analysis, the result of the analysis will just conclude human mis-operation. However,
this simple conclusion is not useful at all for modern complex systems. To avoid the useless design
recommendation and utilize the incident for the future system, it should be essential to analyze the incident
from system theoretic perspective and identify system control issues using CAST.

While this incident looks like a good example of human - automation design issue, the intent of the analysis
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recommendations for the I lV-\X s'Stein design. First ofa]]. the detail of the incident is described in section

5.1. and then, in order to holistically analyze the human mental behavior from enoineering viewpoint, a new
human controller model is introduced in section 5.2. After that, the result of the CAST analysis for this
incident is explained in section 5.3. and finally the evaluation of this analysis is given in section 5.4.

5.1

Incident in H TV-3

In 20 12, HTV-3 autonomously executed an abort thrusting immediately after being released from the

ISS

by a robotic arm, called the SSRMS [26]. The HTV-3 was expected to gradually lower the altitude like the
HITV-1 and 2. but indeed the vehicle rapidly escaped from the

ISS (see Figure 28) and reached at the Al

point. Although the HTV-3 safely completed the abort by its large 500 N thruisters, called M E, the abort was
undesirable because chemical substance jets by the large thrusting can contaminate the

ISS external

equipment like solar panels.

Figure 28: Snapshot from the Video Monitor of HTV-3 aborting

After the incident, the cause was investigated in detail, and finally the unexpected friction between the
grapple fixture of the vehicle and the SSRMS was identified as the root cause [8]. This cause was the origin
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of the incident, but because completely eliminating the friction is impossible, the effective countermeasure
should have been detecting the unexpected vehicle velocity imposed by the friction (or even other causes)
and selecting an alternative acceptable operation scenario. Indeed, the vehicle automation could successfully
detect the wrong velocity and conduct the ME abort to ensure the safety of the

ISS. However, this vehicle

behavior was not totally predicted by the ISS and GS crews, which indicates that they did not notice the
wrong velocity at all. If they noticed the off-nominal situation, they would manually issue the abort
command and the vehicle would conduct a smaller abort, which did not cause any chemical contamination

ISS. Therefore, this undesirable incident could be also avoided if the operator's awareness was

risk to the

more enhanced by the system design.
In order to show the details of this incident, the detailed sequence of events are described in section 5.1.1.
Moreover, the impact of this incident is discussed in section 5.1.2, and finally section 5.1.2 provides the
investigated direct causes of the incident and what was originally expected as a desirable scenario.
5.1.1 Sequence of Event

The HTV-3 was launched from Tanegashima Space Center on UTC 02:06, July 21, 2012 and successfully
docked with the ISS on UTC 15:22, July 28 [27]. Although the Guidance and Control Computer (GCC),
which is a main onboard computer system to guide, navigate, and control the vehicle, was switched to a
redundant one during this operation, it was an acceptable hardware failure event and did not influence the
flight plan.

After unloading the supply goods and loading the trash from the ISS, the hatch door of the vehicle was
closed at UTC 13:59, September 11, and the vehicle was undocked from the ISS by the SSRMS at UTC

11:50 on

1 2th.

The ISS Crew controlled the robot arm and located the vehicle at the releasing point, and

finally the vehicle was released from the arm at UTC 1 5:50. After almost one minute, the ISS Crew activated
the vehicle's autonomous control to stabilize the attitude. Until this operation, everything had seemed to
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work as planned, and all of the operators believed that they could successfully lower the altitude of the
vehicle as they had for HTV- I and 2. However, at UTC 15:55 the automation detected a Safety Net Violation
and executed the large thrusting abort maneuver by the ACU unit. Because of this maneuver, the vehicle
unexpectedly flew to the Al point [28].
Due to this unexpected abort maneuver, some recovery operations to return to the planned reentry orbit were
required. In total, four additional maneuvers were executed and finally the first Deorbit Orbit Maneuver
(DOM 1), which was originally planned for September 12, was conducted on

14 th.

successfully finished the rest of mission, safely entered the earth atmosphere, and

After that, the HTV-3
finally burned up as it

was designed to do.

5.1.2 Negative Impact from the Incident

While the GS crews unexpectedly spent a huge effort on planning and executing this recovery operation,
the most negative impact of this unexpected abort was the risk of chemical contamination to the ISS by the
large thrusting maneuver.

As shown in Figure 13, the existing HTV vehicle is equipped with two kinds of thrusters: RCS thruster and
ME thruster. The RCS thrusters are mainly used for the attitude control and relatively small orbital
maneuvers, while the ME thrusters are used in only large maneuvers like fundamental orbital changes in the
distant rendezvous phase and deorbiting maneuvers inn the deorbit and reentry phase. The propellant force
of the RCS thruster is

110 N and in total 24 RCS thrusters are symmetrically allocated around the vehicle

body. The propellant force of the ME thruster is 500 [N], and there are only four ME thruster in the vehicle,
which are attached on one edge of the vehicle (see Figure 13). In the final approach phase, every approaching
maneuver is planned to be conducted by only the RCS thrusters. However, the abort maneuver is off-nominal
operation and can be executed by either theRCS or the ME thrusters. This choice depends on the vehicle
configuration when the safety net violation is detected (see section 5.1.3). These two aborts have the same
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purpose but the behavior and performance are different.

In the RCS abort, the thrusting quantity is small and controlled by the feedback control algorithm, and the
attitude is also accurately maintained by the RCS thrusters. In the ME abort, the attitude control is
unavailable, and moreover, to surely fly away from the

ISS under an emergency situation (e.g. any RCS is

unavailable), the ME abort is executed by prefixed simple and conservative time cutoff control. It indicates
that the thrusting quantity can be more than needed. The comparison between the RCS abort and ME abort
is summarized in Table 9. Because the large and inaccurate ME abort maneuver was conducted in the vicinity
of the ISS, the risk of the chemical contamination emerged.
After this incident, JAXA had to work on a huge number of numerical simulations for the evaluation of the
contamination, in order to respond to criticism from the other ISS partners. Fortunately, they could finally
prove any serious contamination was not caused by the abort. However, it should be considered that this
incident would have been able to damage the trusted relationship among JAXA and the ISS community as
well as to deteriorate the operability of the ISS by the chemical contamination.
Table 9: Comparison between RCS and ME abort
RCS abort

ME abort

Small

Large

(RCS 110 N)

(Main Engine 500N)

Propulsion Accuracy

Accurate
(delta V cutoff control)

Inaccurate

Attitude Accuracy

Accurate
(PD control)

(Timer control)
Inaccurate
(No Control)
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5.1.3 Direct Causes and Desirable Scenarios
In this incident, the vehicle automation detected the safety net violation and automatically decided to
conduct the abort. The violation occurred because the predicted vehicle position for 300 sec later violated
the safety zone of the ISS [18], which means the wrong initial velocity was imposed on the vehicle [28].
After the incident, the cause of this wrong initial velocity was investigated and JAXA concluded it was
caused by an unexpected friction between the robot arm and vehicle's grappling fixture [8]. They also
pointed out that the friction might have happened even in the HTV- I and 2, although both of the vehicles
carried out the deorbit operation without any unexpected event. It is still controversial why the friction
strongly influenced only the HTV-3. One possible explanation is that the uncertainty of the center of gravity
of the vehicle might influence the robot arm operation. Before departing from the ISS, a certain amount of
trash is loaded into the vehicle, and this loading process can create the uncertainty. However, because the

ISS Crew cannot precisely load the trash under the extreme environment in the ISS, this uncertainty is
inevitable. As for

other possible explanations, a manufacturing error of the fixture and/or the robot arm

operation error might also be considered. However, any explanation is still only a guess.

One of the important facts for this incident is that an alternative scenario is that the wrong velocity existed
but it was not executed. When the vehicle drifted out from the planned orbit before activating the automation
control, the GS or ISS crews were expected to manually send the abort command. Even before activating
the automation, the vehicle can react to the command and execute the abort. In order to judge the orbit
violation, of course, the vehicle's position and velocity are displayed on the monitors for the GS and ISS
crews. Figure 29 shows an example of the monitoring environment for the ISS crew. Generally, the position
and velocity information is displayed on the right hand side panel as text data. Likewise, almost the same
information is also monitored by the GS crews. Moreover, the voice communication loop between the ISS
and ground station is always established during the departure phase. If the GS or ISS crews have detected
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I

the wrong velocity and manually sent the abort command. the RCS abort would have been selected instead
otthe M F abort, and the risk of the chemical contamination would not have emerged because of the accuracy

ofthe RCS abort.

Figure 29: HTV monitoring environment for the ISS Crew

To surely maintain the safety of the ISS, even ifthe GS or

ISS crew misses the orbit violation, the automation

is desigzned to detect it and execute the abort without any command after the vehicle is once activated. Indeed,
in this incident case, this automation design worked and avoided the collision course. In addition, if the
GCC failure had not happened during the approaching operation. the automation would have surely selected
the RCS abort by itself. In other words, the GCC failure also influenced this incident.
The top panel of Figure 30 shows the transition of vehicle's propulsion system configuration caused by the
safety net violation under no failure condition. If there is no failure in the three GCC computers, the most
probable computation result can be determined by the majority rule. Thus, when the safety net violation is
detected by this computer configuration, the automation presumes that the detection is reliable and the
violation is caused by the other component. So, the automation decides to switch the Input Output Controller
(IOC) to the redundant one and conduct the RCS abort. On the other hand, when there is one GCC failure,
the majority rule no longer works because there are only two available computers. If the violation occurs
under this condition, the automation cannot determine if the violation was caused by the computational error
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or some other factor. In this case, therefore, the vehicle control authority is transferred from the GCC to the
ACU, which has

only the simple functionality to perform the abort with the ME thruster (see the bottom

panel of Figure 30). In fact, this transition happened in this incident due to the one GCC failure.

Although the friction and the GCC failure wrongly influenced this incident, the manual abort command by
the GS or ISS crews was the desirable action. Figure 31 summarizes the scenarios explained above. While
the friction and the GCC failure are reliability issues, obviously the lack of the manual command can be
regarded as a system design issue. Again, this analysis should focus on s why the GS and ISS crews missed
the wrong velocity and did not send the abort command, rather than who made a mistake. The main focus
of this analysis is to clarify which system designs lead to the undesirable scenario and how it can be
improved in the whole system.
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5.2

New Human Controller Model

As discussed in the previous section, deeply investigating the human and automation interaction should be
a core part of this incident analysis. To deep-dive into the interaction, the new human controller model
invented by France and Thomas is introduced.

In the control loop of the STAMP model, the controller part

is generic and can be applied for both humans and automation. In order to more specifically focus on human
controller behavior, France and Thomas extended the controller model. This new human controller model
is not aimed for perfectly describing human mental behavior, but the purpose is to reinforce the system
theoretic analysis approach by adding new human specific behaviors from engineering viewpoint.
The new human controller model is shown in Figure 32. The model is mainly composed of three elements:
PM Update, Process Model, and Devise Control Actions. In this model, the human controller is assumed to
handle the input information through these three mental steps, and the consequence of a flaw in this process
is, of course, always an unsafe control action. Each element has a different role to determine and execute a
control action in the control loop, and therefore the various unsafe scenarios can be acquired by assuming a
flaw in each one.
Human Controller

Process Model
Process states

ControlActions *-

Devise controlPMUdt

actions

Process behaviors

-

inputs

Environment

Figure 32: New Human Controller Model

The Process Model (PM) variables are the variables to describe and differentiate the system states [29]. The
PM update is the process to catch the information from the sensor and update the PM variables based on the
information. Naturally, updating the PM variables inside the human controller means updating the system
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state anticipated by the human controller.

In other words, a flaw in this updating process rcan result in an

inconsistency between the assumed system state and the actual state, which finally leads to providing an
unsafe control action.

The second element describes the parts of th dynamic system process model inside the human controller.
This element is decomposed again into three sub-elements; Process State, Process Behavior, and
Environment. In each of these three sub-elements, a different type of system understanding flaw inside
human operator can be described.

The Process State is the mental linkage between the PM variables and system states. Even if correctly
updating the PM variables, the human operator could wrongly translate the variables into a specific system
state and finally provide an inadequate control action against the actual system state.
In the Process Behavior,

understanding about system behavior is stored. After successfully identifying the

system state, the operator should know how the system behaves in the state. If they misunderstood the
behavior and their expected behavior was different from the actual one, they could take an inadequate action
which results in the hazardous state.

Moreover, even if the expected and actual behaviors were consistent, the operator could not guide the system
to the safe direction unless they could correctly understand the environment around the system. For example,
when the behavior is inappropriate against the current environmental condition, the operator is generally
expected to provide a control to guide the system to a desirable state and behavior. However, if they did not
properly identify the environmental condition, they could think the behavior is appropriate and not take any
action.

The third element is related to human operator's control action selection. Operators use the process model
plus other information they may have to identify the appropriate control action to provide. This part of the
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model is the decision-making process. For example, in the H TV departure operation case, the

ISS and GS

crews would never issue the abort command even though they noticed the orbit violation, if they just wanted
to avoid the abort and planning of the off-nominal deorbit sequence from the Al point. Thus, this element
represents the human decision-making process using the process model information. The process model
may be correct but the human decision making based on that information may be incorrect.
The third element is related to human operator's control action selection. Operators use the process model
plus other information they may have to identify the appropriate control action to provide. This part of the
model is the decision-making process. For example, in the HTV departure operation case, the ISS and GS
crews would never issue the abort command even though they noticed the orbit violation, if they just wanted
to avoid the abort and planning of the off-nominal deorbit sequence from the Al point. Thus, this element
represents the human decision-making process using the process model information. The process model
may be correct but the human decision making based on that information may be incorrect.
Finally, the general procedure to use this new human controller model is given as follows

(I) Identify Unsafe Control Actions
(2) Identify PM variables
(3)

Identify inadequate Process Model Updates

(4) Identify Process Model Flaws

(5) Identify unsafe Control Action Selections

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, it is assumed that the automated controller model in the
control loop is replaced by this human controller model when a human is the controller. Thus, the UCAs
and PM variables should be identified like the general STAMP related methodologies before applying this
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model. Based on those UCAs and PM variables, the human mental flaw analysis can be conducted and the
unsafe scenarios based on the human - automation interaction flaws can be derived.

5.3

Applying CAST for the Incident

To analyze the HTV-3 incident from the system theoretic perspective and gain the design recommendations
for the HITV-X system, the CAST is done. The detailed result of each step is shown in the following sections.

5.3.1 Violated System Hazard and Safety Constraints

First of all, the violated hazard and safety constraint in this incident is identified. In Table 10, the accidents,
hazards, and safety constraints during the departure phase are listed. In total, there are 3 accidents and 6
hazards. For each accident, the severity level can be specified; "Collision with the ISS" and "Damage to the
SSRMS" are severer accidents than "Contamination to the ISS." Fortunately, any accident happened in the

HTV-3 operation, but obviously the following hazard and safety constraint were violated;
[H-3.I] The vehicle performs a large thrusting near the ISS

[SC-3. 1] HTV system shall select the small thrusting abort if possible

In this context, the HTV system includes all of human operators and automation. Indeed, in the HTV-3
incident, the ME abort was conducted just 10 m below from the ISS, and the ISS Crew and GS Crew did
not send the abort command manually.
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Table 10: Hazard and Safety Constraint List
#

Accident

Severity

Hazard

1

[A-]]

High

[H-1.1] the vehicle

Collision with
the

ISS

2

Safety Constraint
performs

[SC-1.1]

HTV system shall avoid to

unplanned maneuver into the

make the vehicle enter the KOS except

KOS

for the planned orbit.

[H-I.2] the vehicle is out of the

[SC-1.2] HTV system shall maintain the

corridor within the KOS.

vehicle's position

inside the corridor

when it is inside the KOS.
[H-1.3] the vehicle drifts to the

[SC-1.3] ISS Crew shall activate the

ISS with uncontrolled state.

vehicle after T[s] drift out.

[H-2.1] the vehicle is activated

[SC-2.1] ISS Crew shall not activate the

Damage to the

when it is grappled

vehicle

SSRMS

SSRMS

3

4

High

[A-2]

[H-2.2]

5

by the

when it is grappled by the

SSRMS
the

deactivated

vehicle
when

is

not

ISS Crew

starts to grapple or release it by

[SC-2.2] ISS Crew shall deactivate the
vehicle

before they starts to grapple or

release it by the SSRMS

the SSRMS
6

Low

[A-3]
Contamination
to the

[H-3.1] the vehicle performs a
large thrusting near the

ISS

[SC-3.1] HTV system shall select the
small thrusting abort if possible

ISS

5.3.2 Safety Control Structure

During the departure phase, three controllers are engaged in controlling the vehicle. The ISS crew
manipulates the robot arm and releases the vehicle from the

ISS. After releasing, the ISS and GS crews

monitor the state of the vehicle by the video image and the status telemetry data from the automation. If the
release is successfully completed, the ISS crew issues Free Drift ARM command to activate the
automation's attitude control. When receiving the command, the automation starts to automatically stabilize
the attitude. After several status data are checked, the vehicle starts to gradually lower its altitude by the
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Retreat command from the

ISS crew. For redundancy, the GS crews can also issue the same commands.

Moreover, the voice loop communication between the ISS and GS crews is always established. When
detecting an anomaly in the vehicle, the ISS and GS crews can issue the Abort command. In this case, the

ISS and GS crews arce not cxpected to independenitly jude and issue the Ahort command. They can
communicate with each other as long as the voice loop is established, and make a decision. BecaIse the
same information is displayed on both monitors, if either of them detect the anomaly, it would be shared
through the voice

loop and finally the ISS crew would issue the Abort command. Moreover, after the

activation, the vehicle automation can also autonomously execute the abort maneuver when detecting the
safety net violation. These control loops are summarized in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Safety Control Structure for HTV departure operation
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5.3.3 Expected Safety Responsibility and Executed Unsafe Control Action

From the safety control structure shown in Figure 33, eight control loops can be identified. In each control

loop, the safety responsibility that was originally expected in the system design was investigated, and the
actual control action executed in the incident was also identified. In this analysis, No.1, 2, 3, 5, and 8 are
the focus, while No.4, 6. and 7 are not analyzed because these three loops just follow their upper control
loops without any judgment and furthennore any hardware failure happened in these loops. The result of
analysis is shown in Table

I1.

First of all, as a result of investigation, the quality of robot arm manipulation by the

ISS crew was expected

to be fair in the incident (Loop No.1). If the quality was quite worse than the HTV-1 and 2, the GS or ISS
crews could have noticed it. Indeed, the Rendezvous Sensor (RVS) attached on the vehicle successfully
captured the laser reflection from the ISS and started the measurement of position, which indicated the
release position of the vehicle was not extremely deviated.

As discussed above, one of the direct causes of this incident is the unexpected friction between the robot
arm and the vehicle. Therefore, in the Loop No.2, an inadequate control action ("Impose an unexpected
force on the vehicle by the unexpected friction") is identified. However, any process flaw cannot be
specified in this loop, because it is almost impossible to eliminate any friction or perfectly control the friction
by the existing ISS robot arm. Of course, it should be possible to attach a new sensor on the SSRMS and to
feed back the reaction from the grappled object. However, the functional extension of the robot arm would
be extremely expensive, because any ISS equipment must be operated under extreme conditions and the
extension construction of the ISS facility also requires much time and special tools. Thus, to change the
physical design of the SSRMS would be an infeasible solution.

Instead, the variation of position and velocity caused by the robot arm operation should be

monitored and

the abort command should be issued when the violated orbit is recognized in the loop No.3 or No.5. The
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reason why the

ISS

and GS crews were not aware the violation was investigated, and an interesting biased

recognition about the robot arm operation was identified. This incident was discussed with Prof. Hoffman,
who is a former NASA astronaut, and he pointed out that in the robot arm operation generally the operators
pay attention to the attitude disturbance caused by the ann. Behind this operation direction, there is an
experience based common understanding that the velocity and position disturbance rarely happens in the
robot arn operation, while the attitude disturbance is easily caused. In the HTV-3 incident case, it can be
assumed that this biased understanding created the mental model flaw of the ISS and GS crews, which
distracted both operators' attention to the orbit violation.
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Table 11: Safety Responsibility and Inadequate Control Action for each loop
Loop

Context in which Decision Made

Inadequate Control Action

Safety Responsibilities

Process or Mental Model Flaws

Ensure the vehicle is moved to the
I

N.A.

release point and released without This control was adequate

N.A.

significant disturbance
Ensure
2

the

given

control

is

Nothing
Impose an unexpected force on the Unexpected friction between the robot
(It's almost impossible to perfectly
successfully converted to physical vehicle by the unexpected friction hand and grappling fixture
prevent any unexpected friction)

robot arm manipulation

The attitude of the cargo is easily
Execute the abort if the vehicle is the abort command
heading to a hazardous state.

was not Was not aware the vehicle was disturbed by the robot arm, but
drifting to the ISS

provided

the orbit disturbance by the arm is
unusual
The attitude of the cargo is easily

5

Execute the abort if the vehiclethe
is heading to a hazardous state

abort command

was

notWas not aware the vehicle wasdisturbed by the robot arm, but
drifting to the ISS

provided

the orbit disturbance by the arm is
unusual

Before the departure phase, the first
GCC hardware failure had happened.
After the automation control was
Execute the abort if a hazardous (To keep the other higher level safety activated by the retreat command, theN.A.
condition is recognized

constraints,

the ME

autonomously executed)

abort

was

automation immediately recognized
the orbit violation as the second failure
and selected the ME abort

I

5.3.4 Coordination and Communication
As discussed in section 5.3.3, the most critical system control problem in the incident was that the abort
command was not provided in the loop No.3 and No.5. The fundamental problem of this inadequate control
is not that the

ISS

and GS crews did not issue the abort command. It is just a symptoin of an inadequate

system design. In other words, to improve the system design and prevent similar future accidents, it is
essential to deep dive into the coordination among the human operator,

monitoring systern, and the

vehicle system.
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In order to analyze the coordination, first of all, the control loop diagrams for the loop No.3 and No.5 are
created. Fi

34 shows the control loop diagram for the loop No.3. From this diagram, the following two

important facts can be

found.
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-

The position, velocity, and attitude of the vehicle were monitored and displayed as designed.

-

The

ISS

and

GS crews did not notice the violation although all of the required information was

available.

The

first point might not seem to be problematic, bUt it implies that the current design cannot help the human

operator's awareness. As indicated in the second point, the operators did not pay attention to the violation
even if everything worked as designed. Prof. Leveson pointed out in her lecture that engineers are always
thinking about the "screen-in" design of the target system but operators control the system based on the
"screen-out" information provided by the system (see Figure 35). This idea indicates that, in complex system,
the human factors should be also integrated into the whole system design to maintain safe system operation.
The first point exactly represents that the engineer of the 11TV system only focused on the screen in. and
the second fact definitely indicates that the operators failed in the operation because of the inadequate screen

out design. This lack of the integrated system design should be the critical issue which led to the undesirable
HTV-3 incident.

Hu man factors
concentrates on the
'screen out"

Engineering
concentrates on the
'screen in"

Figure 35: Concept between Screen out vs. Screen in from Prof. Leveson's lecture notes
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To analyze how the human factors worked on this incident and improve the human - automation interaction
as integrating the human factor into the whole system design, the new human controller model is applied
for this incident analysis. This analysis is composed of the following 5 steps:

(1)

Identify Unsafe Control Actions (UCAs)
First of all, the unsafe control action which caused the incident is identified. Obviously, the UCA in
this incident is "the abort command was not provided when the orbit violation happened." Because the
abort could be provided by not only the ISS crew but also GS crew, the UCA should be identified in
both control loops.

(2)

Identify Process Model (PM) variables

The PM variables represents the important system indicators for controllers to determrine the control
action. For the PM variables in this incident, the following three system states are identified.

PM-l: Vehicle Orbit (Not Violated / Violated)

PM-2: Vehicle Mode (Free Drift / Activated / Hold / Retreat / Abort)

PM-3: Autonomous Abort Selection (RCS / ME)

The PM-1 represents the vehicle orbit dynamics and it is a critical judgement in this PM if the current
orbit violates the safe area or not. The PM-2 is the vehicle mode which can be controlled by the ISS or
GS crews, and the automation also can select only the Abort mode when the mode is not Free Drift.
Finally, the PM-3 indicates which abort mode the automation selects. This variable is also important,
because there would not have been any concern about the contamination if the automation had been
able to select the RCS abort.
(3)

Identify Inadequate Process Model Update
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From this step, based on the new human controller model, it is discussed how the human operators
misunderstood the system and wrongly executed the UCA. Firstly, the PM update flaws which can
result in the UCA are investigated. For each PM, it is discussed how the update failure influences the
whole control. Although possible unsafe scenarios can be also derived from PM-2, the scenario is not
a realistic one. On the other hand, the scenarios based on PM-I and 3 can successfully propose the
system design flaws from the human and automation interaction perspective.

The first unsafe control scenario is caused by missing or misunderstanding the change of the PM-1.
When the incident happened, the vehicle orbit data was displayed on the monitor as designed, which
surely indicated the violation. One of the possible unsafe scenarios is that the ISS and GS crews missed
the change or could not understand it meant the violation even if they noticed it, and then did not
provide the abort command (see Figure 36). The question is why they missed the change or did not
understand it, even though the orbit data was surely displayed. In the current monitor system, the orbit
data is just displayed as normal text data, and any highlight (e.g. changing the color of the text) is not
given on the monitor. This system characteristic implies that the engineer just designed the monitoring
system to show the essential data set, while they had not contemplated how to grab the operator's
attention to the critical data variation.
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Figure 36: Unsafe Control Scenario cause by PM-1 update flaw

The vehicle mode, PM-2, confusion might be the potential unsafe scenario. Before receiving the retreat
or abort command, the vehicle looks staying there even after it is activated, but indeed it can gradually
drift out from there because the orbit control is not started yet. When receiving the hold command, on
the one hand, the vehicle actually starts the orbit control and keep the current relative position from the

ISS by feedback control mechanism. Therefore, if they had been confused with the vehicle mode and
thougIht the vehicle was in the Hold mode, it would have been reasonable not to send the abort command
becaUse the position of the vehicle should be stabilized at 10 meter below point from the

ISS in the

Hold mode. However, this scenario is unrealistic, because the vehicle is in the Hold mode only when
the

ISS or GS crews issue the Hold command and the Hold command was not aCtLially used in the

-ITV-3 departure operation. Moreover, issuing the Hold command after releasing the vehicle is not
originally planned in the nominal scenario. Thus, it is hard to imagine they guessed the vehicle was in
the Hold mode.

The other possible unsafe scenario caused by the PM update flaw is that the

ISS and GS Crews forgot

that the orbit violation immediately resulted in the ME abort because of one GCC failure and thought
the vehicle could conduct the RCS maneuver when detecting the orbit violation. As a result, the manUal

It3

abort was not provided (see Figure 37). Of course, all of the vehicle failure status is always shared

ISS and GS crews before undocking the vehicle from the ISS. However, it is suspicious

between the

that in the lITV-3 operation the

ISS and GS crews kept the failure in mind during the robot arm

operation, because the information was not displayed on the monitor. This failure information should
be displayed

on the monitor for the operators to be always aware of the failure, because it has a huge

impact on the operation.
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(4)

Identify Process Model Flaws
The next step of the analysis is to identify process model flaw. The process model part is composed of
three elements: Process States, Process Behaviors, and Environment. In this analysis, a mental flaw in
each element is investigated in each PM variable processing. and if the flaw can lead to the UCA is
determined. Again any useful scenario cannot be derived from PM-2 processing mental flow, but four
probable

unsafe control scenarios can be extracted from PM- I and 3 related flows.

The first unsafe scenario can be defined due to the biased understanding about the SSRMS operation.
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If the ISS/GS Crew had believed the vehicle orbit cannot be disturbed by the SSRMS, they would not
care about the risk of the orbit violation immediate after the vehicle releasing operation and would miss
the opportunity to detect the violation and issue the abort command even if recognizing the displayed
orbit information (see Figure 38). As introduced in section 5.3.3, indeed, it had been generally believed
that the attitude is easily disturbed by the robot arm but the orbit is rarely influenced. This inadequate
belief is behind this unsafe control scenario. The direct countermeasure for this biased belief might be
a training and education to fix the belief. However, a better system design solution would be to make
the system annunciate the violation to help the human operator in being aware of it. Another similar
unsafe scenario is that the ISS/GS Crew notices the orbit disturbance but does not did not think the
disturbance is so server as to result in the abort (see Figure 39). In this scenario, it is suggested that the
ISS and GS Crews cannotjudge the orbit violation from the text data displayed on the monitor, because
the violation judgement is based on the orbit propagation algorithm which cannot be calculated without
a computer. Therefore, the text orbit data is not exactly what the operators should know, although it is
displayed on the monitor. The operators should know if the current orbit violates the safety net or not,
because it is the criterion for the abort, and therefore the computer system should calculate the orbit
violation and display the result to help their decision making.
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Figure 38: Unsafe Control Scenario caused by P-NI I Process State flaw
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The other two unsafe scenarios are related to the autonomous abort behavior. Because the GCC failure
is an off-nominal condition, the

ISS

and GS Crews might not fuliy' understand how it can affect the

vehicle functionality. Basically, the existing HTV is a typical redundant system, which could give the
operators the wrong impression that the system will work in the same way even when a failure occurs.
This lack of system understanding could cause the situation that the ISS and GS Crews wrongly rely

on the automation because they believe that the automation can execute the RCS abort like the no
failure case (see Figure 40). Moreover, even if they know the GCC

failure can change the functionality.
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I

they might not decide to issue the abort command in that situation unless they know how the automation
behavior can be changed.

In the incident case, if they knew the orbit violation immediately results in the ME abort under one
GCC failure condition, they would carefully manipulate the robot arm and immediately issue the abort
command when they noticed the orbit change (see Figure 41). In both scenarios, however, the human
operators should not be criticized for the lack of understanding. Instead, it should be taken into account
that they have to monitor a lot of data to supervise this complex system. To help them in avoiding the
lack of understanding, , the critical component failures having an impact on the functionality should be
clearly identified in advance, and the consequences of the failure and the expected manual operation
should be shared before starting the operation. In addition, the automation should annunciate its
decision to the human operators. Even in the current HTV design, the automation can access any sensor
data before the activation. If the software is slightly modified, the automation can also judge the orbit
violation even before the activation and annunciate what the automation will do after the activation.
Once the ISS and GS Crews know the vulnerability caused by the component failure and the
automation's behavior after the activation in advance, they would be able to carefully handle the
operation and conduct the manual support before the automation judges everything.
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(5)

Identify Unsafe Decision (Control Action Selection)
Because the

ISS and GS Crews are well trained, simple decision mistakes are not expected to happen.

Potentially, the following two wrong action selections can be considered.

The ISS/GS Crew did not know they can make the vehicle do the RCS abort by the manual abort
command.

I
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The ISS/GS Crew did not want to interfere with the automation behavior by the manual abort
command.

In both cases, the

ISS

and GS Crews would not issue the abort command even if the PM variables are

adequately updated and the process model of the vehicle is consistent with the actual process. These
two unsafe scenarios are theoretically possible, but unrealistic from the

ISS program culture perspective.

Indeed, the HTV is required to always accept and follow the commands from the ISS and GS Crews.
This specification indicates the

ISS

and GS Crews are always more prioritized than the automation.

Therefore, it is hard to assume the scenarios actually happens in the current system.
5.3.5 Design Recommendation

In the discussion in the previous section, a specific design recommendation has been identified from each
unsafe scenario. There is no recommendation to impose new brute-force effort (e.g. carefully checking
several data items) on the human operator, and rather all of the design recommendations focus on how the
computer system can help the human operators. The unsafe scenarios and recommendations are summarized
in Table 12. Moreover, the current designs are also listed to compare with the recommended designs.
As shown in the table, the recommended design is intended to support the human operators' decision making
by providing the exact information that they need for the decision. The current system just provides the raw
data for the decision and requires them to translate the data and guess the actual process state. For example,
in the current design. the orbit data is displayed but the orbit violation judgement is not displayed. although
it is critical from the operators' decision perspective if the orbit is violated or not. Moreover, the judgement
function is already implemented in the vehicle software. In other words, the software to evaluate the orbit
violation is already available. Because the orbit data is already available in the

ISS and GS Crew's computer

systems, it is surely possible to implement the orbit violationjudgement function into both computer systems.
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Why was this function not implemented in the computer systems? The cost should be quite low, because
there is no extra algorithm development and no extra interface design. It is assumed that most of engineering
effort was spent on the screen-in design of the system and little effort on the screen-out design. Because the
operators of space systems are experts having a lot of knowledge about their systems, they can somehow
safely operate the system in most

cases. However, like this incident, under off-nominal situations, safe

system operation is quite difficult for even such expert operators. Therefore, the recommendations from this
analysis will be quite useful design guidelines for the future more complex vehicle design.
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Table 12: Safety Responsibility and Inadequate Control Action for each loop
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Recommendation

Current Design

Unsafe Scenario

Design

The displayed orbit data indicated the violation. but

Critical parameter variation (e.g. orbit change)

Provides data only. no variation detection. no

ISS/GS Crewcdidn't notice or understand the change.

should be highlighted on the monitors

highlight

The orbit violation immediately results in ME abort under

all of the information related to the operator's

Simply fundamental data is displayed (c.g.

one GCC failure condition, but ISS/GS Crew simply

decisions (e.g. orbit violation, vehicle failure

vehicle position and velocity). Some complex

forgot the failure. Then. they did not consider to manually

condition) should be displayed.

information translation is needed for each

Then. they did not think the abort command was required.
2

decision.

execute the RCS abort.

4

The ISS/GS Crew believed the orbit violation never

Each safety violation (e.g. safe orbit violation)

No violation notification on the monitor.

happens by the SSRMS. Then. they did not pay attention

should be checked and notified to human

No violation checking function in the ISS and

to the orbit data and missed the violation.

operators

GS systems.

The ISS/GS Crew did not think the disturbance was so

The system should check the safety violation

No violation notification on the monitor.

server as to results in the abort. Then. they did not think

threshold and annunciate it to the human

No violation checking function in the ISS and

the abort command was required.

operators when the violation is detected.

GS systems, while the vehicle automation is
checkinc the violation after the activation.

5

6

ISS/GS Crew believed the vehicle functionality is not

Every component failure which has impact on

The critical failures are identified and shared.

influenced by the GCC failure. Then. they did not think

the system behavior should be identified and

But it is not displayed on the ISS Crew's

the abort command was safer than the autonomous abort

shared. This failure information should be

monitor.

under the CCC failure.

displayed.

The ISS/GS Crew did not understand the orbit violation

The vehicle automation should annunciate its

No one knows the automation behavior before

immediately results in the ME abort under one GCC

future behavior in the Free Drift mode (before

the activation.

fai lure condition. Then, they decided to keep operating

the activation).

The

until the automation executed the abort

5.4

Conclusion of CAST Application

The CAST analysis with the new human controller model suggests various unsafe scenarios and design
recommendations. Obviously, these results have not occurred in the technical discussion inside JAXA and
can be significantly useful input for the future HTV-X system design. In addition, this approach is not
specialized for the HTV system, but should be applied for other human supervisory complex systems. The
technical conclusion for the HTV system is given in section 5.4.1 and the academic conclusion about the
effectiveness and applicability for the general systems is discussed in section 5.4.2 in detail.
5.4.1 Technical Conclusion

From this analysis, several missing links between displayed items and human operator decisions have been
found. Although the displayed information should help the operators in understanding the system state, this
result indicates that unfortunately the existing system design is different from the expected one. To solve
this problem in the future vehicle development, the engineers should consider "What is critical information
for the operators?" when they design the system. In other words, they need to think how to integrate the
screen out and screen in designs and create safer interactions between human and computer system.
Another important result from this analysis is that the human operator should know what automation will
do. In the incident case, for example, the

ISS and GS Crew should have known that the automation tended

to execute the ME abort before they sent the activation command. Although the previous study pointed out
that the high level automation, which judges and executes everything without human operator's intervention,
makes the system rather unstable [30], in space systems this idea cannot be always applied because the
human operators cannot always supervise and control the spacecraft from the ground. Indeed, the current
full autonomous abort is necessary in the other off-nominal situation to lead the system to safety. However,
specifically in this analysis case, the notification before the activation is expected to help the ISS and GS
Crews in understanding the system state. Therefore, it is important to analyze the required automation
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behavior in each system control and lead to the optimal design by system-theoretic methodology (e.g. STPA)
rather than just applying a uniform automation level for all of the automation designs.

5.4.2

Academic Conclusion

In this analysis, the new human controller model was applied for CAST and the human-automation
interaction issues could be.deeply analyzed. The model can completely fit in the CAST analysis process,
and the various and concrete mental flaw patterns can be derived. While existing approaches are composed
of not structured process, just provide open brainstonning, or only create too specific design,
recommendation,

the

result of this analysis holistically

covered

lack of situation

awareness,

misunderstanding of system behavior, and mis-selection of control action.
In addition, more importantly, system design recommendations can be guided without blaming operators.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the intent of this analysis is not to find and blame human
operators' incompetence. In modem complex system context, it does not make sense at all. Instead, the
computer system should be designed to enhance the human operator's competence. This analysis did not
only answer why the ISS and GS crews did that, but also successfully answered smart engineering solutions
for the future vehicle system which do not rely on only the operators' effort. This characteristic is quite
useful to design harmonized human - automation interaction in all of modem complex systems
Finally, this approach can be rigorously repeated for understanding accidents and making design
recommendations. Once identifying inadequate control actions by human controllers based on the CAST
process, the model can be smoothly applied and provide a lot of insights of the accidents from a system
control perspective. The other existing models tend to only focus on human mental flow[13] [32], but in this
new human mental controller model the controlled process model is in the human mental loop and the focus
of this model is how human operators handle the process model. This characteristic is quite important to
effectively use the human mental model in the control loop. Because this new model can be harmonized
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with the system theoretic model like the control

loop model in STPA and CAST, more systernic design

approach for the human and automation interaction design can be established.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion & Future Plan
The goal of this thesis is to establish the way to design safer systems in the early development phase as
preventing hazardous off-nominal behaviors. In addition, because cooperative human - automation design
is one of the biggest issues in modem huge and complex systems, the systems are expected to be designed
as being capable of supporting human operators to guide a whole system to safety. According to the literature
research as shown in chapter 2, the safety design approach based on STAMP is the only way to accomplish
this goal. Therefore, to demonstrate the effectiveness, the approach was applied for the future space system
in JAXA called HTV-X.

Generally, in the early design phase, two types of engineering effort can be done. One is to directly analyze
concept design of the system and refine it. The other one is to elicit important lessons learned from similar
past systems and reflect it to the current target system. Based on these two general directions, the following
two research objectives for this thesis were defined.

To identify hazardous scenarios from the concept design of the HTV-X and create requirements and
constraints to control the identified hazardous scenarios
To analyze the actual operation experience in the existing HTV from a system level point of view and
effectively utilize the results in the HTV-X system design.
For the concept design analysis, the integrated approach to requirements development and STPA was applied
as shown in chapter 4. Furthermrore, in chapter 5, the most serious incident from the existing HTV was also
analyzed by the system-theoretic accident analysis. While the range of these analyses is limited because the
purpose is to demonstrate the effectiveness of those methodologies, the outcomes from the analyses cover
various aspects of the system design including the safe human - automation interaction. In section 6.1, the
results are summarized again and the remarkable contributions from the analyses are discussed. Finally, the
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future work is given in section 6.2.

6.1 Contribution
Generally, a concept design is concurrently analyzed from various disciplinary perspectives, and finally the
design is fixed. In this thesis, design recommendations for the concept design of the HTV-X were created
from safety perspective. Therefore, some of the recommendations might not be acceptable due to the other
design factors not considered in this research. However, to realize a safer system design, it is impossible not
to accept the existence of unsafe control actions and causal scenarios. It means that the unsafe control actions
and causal scenarios must be eliminated to maintain the system safety even if the recommendations are not
acceptable. The significance of the system theoretic analysis is that each recommendation can be traced
back to a basic system control through concrete scenarios. In addition, because there is a high affinity
between the analysis and general systems engineering, it will be easy for system engineers to understand
and discuss the results. Thus, the unacceptable recommendations can be discussed again and modified as
being integrated into the system design based on the traced unsafe control actions and causal scenarios. As
a result, each design recommendation will have enough high quality to be directly reflected into the actual
system design or at least be seriously discussed by the future project team.
The variety of design recommendations is also one of the benefits that can never be gained in any other
safety analysis. Generally, in any system analysis, the coverage of unsafe scenarios is quite important. In
addition, because a new system architecture is introduced in the HTV-X system, the engineers' central
concern of engineers is if they can thoroughly identify new hazardous behaviors induced from the new
architecture as early as possible. While it is not a tough task to design essential functions to realize a nominal
scenario, identifying holistically off-nominal scenarios and designing the countermeasures are quite difficult,
because the designers need to think undesirable system behaviors beyond their original assumption about
the system. In the safety guided design analysis based on STPA, a wide variety of off-nominal scenarios
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...........
........

were successfully identified based on the basic system design. Furthermore, the off-nominal scenarios
included a lot of undesirable system behaviors induced from the resilient design policy. This result suggests
the analysis can help engineers in identifying various unsafe system behaviors and designing new functions
to guide the system to safety even if the system architecture is new and immature. Because the flexibility of
system design is rapidly lost as the design phase proceeds, this early holistic system safety analysis will be
beneficial from the viewpoint of cost as well as safety.

Another important outcome is that the interaction between the human operators and vehicle automation was
well analyzed. Especially, in the concept design analysis it was discussed how the operators can guide the
automation to safety under complex conditions, and in the incident analysis the way to promote the
operator's awareness was discussed. In space systems, some autonomous controls are always essential due
to the limitation of the communication between spacecraft and ground stations. The ground operators are
-

required to supervise them and lead their systems to successful states. Therefore, designing the human

automation interaction is always one of the most important tasks in space system development. However,
the discussion about the human and automation design tends to be left until the later development phase.
Furthermore, some engineers even misunderstand a good interaction between human operator and
automation can be realized by only user interface design. Indeed, in most of JAXA's system developments,
the issues related to operations always arise after the system designs are almost fixed.

The reason why engineers cannot discuss the design from a whole system perspective in the early
development phase is that no one can discuss how human operators guide automation under off-nominal
situations unless the off-nominal scenarios are defined from human - automation interaction perspective.
Because the traditional safety analysis focuses on physical system structure, the interaction can never be
discussed. On the other hand, in the system theoretic safety analysis, it can be described in the control
structure and control loop, and finally safer human - automation designs can be established. Therefore, the
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analysis will significantly contribute to the successful HTV-X design as a whole system including the human
operators and the automation, and show the new system design aspect that has never been discussed in the
early system design phase in JAXA's spacecraft.

6.2 Future Work
In the concept design analysis based STPA, because a specific operation phase was the focus, all of the
system functions could not be covered by this thesis. Therefore, the system behaviors in the other operation
phases should be also analyzed in the future with the same approach. Especially, because the departure and
reentry phases are also critical like the final approaching phase, these two phases should be the focus of the
next analysis. In addition, although the LEO experimentation will not be a critical operation, it is the
operation which has never been conducted in the existing HTV. Therefore, after the concept of the
experimentation becomes clearer, this operation should be also analyzed from safety perspective by this
method.
Furthermore, more formal analysis can be applied in the safety guided design process. For example, the
context table analysis can be already seen as a semi-formal analysis. Therefore, the analysis can be relatively
easily upgraded to a formal analysis. In this formal analysis, SpecTRM-RL [24] will support the
formalization process and even automatically produce several important indications about the system
behaviors under complex conditions that human analysts cannot find [23] [12].
For the incident analysis, the other incidents should be also examined. In this thesis, a specific incident was
analyzed, and the ineffective human-automation design was pointed out. While the incident was the most
serious one during the existing HTV operations, the other design improvements can be done based on the
accident and incident analyses. In the actual operations of the existing HTV, a few operation problems arose
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fron almost each operation, which were always solved by the operators' effort. First of all, these incidents
should be also analyzed from the system theoretic perspective. In addition, the incidents and accidents that
happened in JAXA's space systems after the first HTV development should be investigated, because the
organizational control and engineering process flaws can be described by CAST. For example, JAXA
recently experienced an unexpected automatic launch sequence suspension in 2013 and a serious satellite
accident in 2016 [33] [10]. Although these systems are not a human space system like the HTV-X, the
outcomes from the CAST analysis for these two cases might be effective even in the HTV-X system
development, because an identical organizational or engineering process problem might exist behind the
incident and accident.

Finally, the most important next step for the future successful system developments is to interweave the
system-theoretic analysis into system engineering process as a whole organization. Generally, engineers
tend to rely on the methods that they used in the past developments unless the past systems did not fail.
However, the complexity of systems keeps increasing and consequently new systems are largely different
from the past. Moreover, the development cycle in space systems are quite longer than the other industries.
For example, the existing HTV development was officially started in 1997, and after almost 20 years later
the new transfer vehicle development is being started. Therefore, JAXA should appropriately accept the fact
that the past engineering approach somehow worked effectively a few decades ago but now its validity is
suspicious in modem complex systems. Instead of applying the past engineering methods for new systems,
the system engineering process should be enhanced from system safety perspective based on STAMP and
related methodologies.
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P

Appendix A
In Appendix A, all of the detailed analysis results of chapter 4 is shown. Table A-I is the full unsafe control
action table including all unsafe control actions, and all of the safety constraints for the HTV-X system is
shown in Table A-2. Table A-3 lists the first revised control structure elements based on the constraints. In
Figure A-I, the control loop diagrams used in identifying the causal scenarios are shown, and TableA-4 lists
the design recommendations derived from the scenarios. Finally, Table A-5 shows the complete context
table used in the second analysis cycle.
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Table A-1: Unsafe Control Action Table (1/3)
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initiattin w hel the vehicle is exectitiig the
abort matneuter or passive CAM can

cause l-I o HI
UCA-1 .4: ProvidicL the approach
initiation when the vehicle is riot ready can

ISS

Status = OK

T

Orbit

F

Vehicle

Desiated
Vehicle Attitude = Nominal
=

Vehicle Mode

cause H-1.

ititiation whenl the control performiatrce is
less than the Al manenver perfontiance
can cause H-1. H-2. or H-S.

F

CAM

or l-3

I. CA-1.5 Ptoviditig the appiroach

T
T
T

Vehicle Status OK
Control P erfurmiice >

-2.

-

No.8

UCA-2.1: Providing the passive CAM
when the orbit violates the KOS call
cause H-I

-t

-

No.8

N.A.

-

No.8

N.A.

Passive CAM
ICA-2.2: Providing the passive CAM
when the vehicle is executii the abort
maneuver can citse H-I
Vehicle Orbit = KOS ________________________________
V ehicle Orbit = Deviated
Vehicle ti
- CtAMcrl
Vehlicie Moatue - A
Vehicle Stats =(1k

F
T
F

Atid Control

T

Control Performance

F

F_
F Fless
F
T_

UCA-3.1: Not pi oviding the abort when
the ISS is not ready can cause H-4

A boiI
fSS Status = OK
S
Cit bit - IS
Vehicle Antinide =oNtminal

Vehicle

Status = OK

Control Performance >_AbortTTT

A-2,3: Providbit

-UC

F
l'
T

T

Fo

T

thre

a pproach

tutiiation when the control perfonnance is
thani the attitude control performattce
cali cause Il-I. H-2 or H-3
UCA-3.2: Providiti the abort when the
control perforalce is less than the abort
performance can cause II- I. H-2, or

h-3

.UCA-3.3:
Providing the abort when the
attitude is not nominal can cause
H

vehicle

ennum

Table A-1: Unsafe Control Action Table (2/3)

(->.No.'.O;
orbit violates the KOS can cause H-I
UCA-4.2: Providin the hold when the
vehicle attitude is not nominal can cause
H1- L.H-2. or H-3
UCA-4.3: Providing the hold when the
vehicle is execuititg the abort Imianeuver
passive CAM cati cause H-I. or H-2

Hl Id

or

LUCA-4.4:

Providine the hold when the
vehicle status is not ready can cause H- I
H-2. or H-3

4

K

Vehicle Orbit = KOS
Vehicle Orbit Detviatcd
Vehicle Attitude = Nominal
Vehicle Mode = CAM
Vehicle Status = OK
Control Perforance H old
RVS Captue = ON

U7CA-4.5: Provsiding the hold when the

F
F

F
T
T
F

available maneuver perlonsiance is less
than the hold perfornmance can cause H-I.
H-2, or H-,

T
F

laser reflection is not captured by the RVS
can cause H-1 tr H-2

I T
TI T
Die vehicleStay there
->

No.8

UCA-5.1:

Pioviding the nominal

maneuver when tile vehic lc obi it is
deviated or vioLites thie KOS can. cause

H-1. or H-2

Nominal

LCA-5.2: Io dili the suiminal
maneuver wvhen the anritude is not nominal
can cause H- I H-2. or H-3

Maneuvers

UCA-5.3: Providing the nominal
maneuver wvhen the vehicle is executing
abort or passive CAM can cause H-I or
H-2

Approach Initiation is Provided
Vehicle Orbit = Deviated
Vehicle Attitude = Nominal
Vehicle Mode = CAM
Vehicle Status = Read\
Contiol Perfontance - Al

I'-,
c-i

UCA-4.6: Pioviding the hold when the

I

"

ISS Status -

T
F
T
F
T
T

UCA-5.4: Providing tle nointital
ittanteuver when tihe vehicle status is not
ready cat cause H-1. 11-2. or 11-3
UCA-5.5: Irovidintt the notuinal

imaneuver

wheti the control performance
is less than the Al tmaneuver performance
can cause H-1, H-2, or FI-3

UCA-5.6: ProvidiiL the nominal
imuaneuvers when the ISS is not ready

before the approach initiation is not
provided) can cause H-4

UCA-5.7:
mnaicuvers

Applving the nominal
too long cai cause H-3

Table A-1: Unsafe Control Action Table (3/3)

UCA-6.7: Applying the R-bar

L t-A-0.1: Providtt the K-Oar
approaching control wien the orbit

approaching control too long can cause H-

violates the KOS can cause H-1

3

UCA-6.2: Providing the R-bar
approaching conttrol when the vehicle
attitsude is not nominal can cause H- I or
11-2
UCA-6.3: Providisg the R-bar
approaching contirl when tie vehicle is
execsstingt tie abort mtasettvet or passive
CAM can H-L. or H-2

R-bar Approaching Control

UCA-6.4: Provides the R-bar

6

approaching control when the vehicle
stasIS is not ready can cause H-1 H-2. or
H-3
C-

UCA-6.5: Providinsg the R-bar
apprnachsing control wIen the control

RvS

Ca tre

F
T
F
T
T
T

=ttN

I (A-6.6:

Providing the R-bar
approaching control when the laser
reflection is not capnured by the RV S can
Casuse 1-1 or 11-2
UCA-7. 1: Not prv'iihng the ittitude
control can cause H- 1.

Attitude Control
Cotntroi Perfonastce

Attitude Control

r H-

Not providing the abott

maneuver when the ISS is not ready (=
the abort is provided by ISS or GS crew
can cause 1-4

8

Abort is Provided
Vehicle Orbit - KOS
Control Perforntanlice > Abort

the attitude control

->

No.8

when the control perfonnance is less than
the attitude control perfonuance can
H-I H-, or
UCA-8.3: Providing the abort manenver

UCA-7.3: Applying the attitude conttrol
too long can cause H-3

cause

T
UCA-8.1:

A bort Mane uve r

UCA-7.2: Providit

T UCA-8.2: Not Providing the abort
T _dinsantetver whes the KOS is violated can
T T causes H-I

(The vehicle can autonotmously execute

when the control perfonnance is less than abort without any command)
the abort perfornance can cause H-1. H
2. or H--3.

UCA-8.4: Stopping the abort umaneuver
too soon can cause H-I or H-)

-

Vehicle Orbit = KOS
Vehicle Attitude = Nominal
Vehicle lode = CA.\
Vehicle Status = OK
Control Perfonnance : R-bar

perfonance is less than the R-bar
appt'oaching control perfornnance can
cause 1-1 11-2 or H-3

UCA-8.5: Applying the abort maneuver
too long can cause H-2. or H-3

I

Table A-2: Safety Constraint Table (1/2)

SC-i.

SC-2: Any command except tfr the abort must not be provided
when the vehicle is executing the abort maneuver or passive
utig tabort
CAM

1: The
The

SC-1.2:

approach initiation command must not be provided when the attitude is not nominal

UCA-1.2

abort command must not be provided when the attitude is not nominal

UCA-3.2

SC-1.3: The hold command must not be provided when the attitude is not nominal

UCA-4.2

SC-2.1: Tie approach initiation command must not be provided when the vehicle is executing
the abort maneuver or passive CAM

UCA-l.3

mand Must not be provided When the Vehicle is execting the
Tne passive CA
maneuver
SC-2.3: Tne hold command must not be provided when the vehicle is executing the abort
maneuver or passive CAM
SC-3. 1: The approach initiation command must not be provided when the vehicle status is not
SC-3: The approach initiation and hold command must not be ready for the maneuvers
when the vehicle status is not ready tor the maneuvers
SC-3.2: The hold command must be provided when the vehicle status is not ready for the
control
SC-4. 1: The approach initiation command must not be provided when the control performance is
less than the Al maneuver performance

SC-4: Each command must be prvided onfly when the cuirrent
control performance satisfies the required perfir-mance for
the commnand

SC-5: The passive CAM and hold command must not be
provided when the orbit violates the KOS

SC-4.2: The passive CAM command must not be provided when the control performance is less
than the attitude control performance
SC-4.3: The abort command must not be provided when the control performance is less than the
abort maneuver performance
SC-4.4: The hold command must not be provided when the control performance is less than the
hold control pertforiance
SC-5. : The passive CAM command must not be provided when the orbit violates the KOS
SC-5.2: The hold command must not be provided when the orbit violates the KOS

S(-6.1: The nominal maneuvers must not be provided when the attitude is not nominal
S 6: Any maneuver must not bie provided when the attitude SC-6.2: The R-bar approaching control must not be provided when the attitude is not nominal
is not nominal
SC-6.3: The abort maneuver must not be provided when the attitude is not nominal
Any maneuver except for the abort maneuver iust 101
be piovided when the vehic Ic is executino the abort maneuver
b passie CAM

SC-7:

S8:S The nominal maneuvers and R-bar approaching control
must not be provided when the vehicle status is not ready for
the maneuvers

SC-7.1: The nominal maneuvers must not be provided when the vehicle is executing the abort
maneuver or passive CAM

UCA-2.2
UCA 4
CA-1.4
UCA-4.4
UCA-1.5
LCA

.

SC-i: Any command except for the passive CAM must not
be provided when the attitude is not nominal

tICA-3.

UCA-2. I
UCA-4. I

1 JCA-5. 2
UCA-6.2
UCA-8.3
UCA-53

SC-7.2: The R-bar approaching control must not be provided when the vehicle is executing the
abort maneuver or passive CAM

CA-6.3

SC-8.1: The nominal maneuvers must not be provided when the vehicle status is not ready for
the maneuvers

ICA-5.4

SC-8.2: The R-bar approaching control must not be provided when the vehicle status is not
ready for the maneuvers

UICA-6.4

Table A-2: Sa'fety Constraint Table (2/2)

1-9.I:
t he nominal maneuvers must not Le provicea woen tne controi pertormance

is less

tnan

the Al maneuver performance

SC-9: Each control must be provided only when the current
control performance satisfies the required performance for
the control

SC-0: Eachs control mttst be provided wvithbi an acceptable
thrusting range

UICA-5.5

SC-9.2: The R-bar approaching control must not be provided when the control performance is
less than the R-bar approaching control performance

UCA65

SC-9.3: The attitude control must not be provided when the control performance is less than the
attitude control performance

UCA7 2

SC-9.4: The abort maneuver must not be provided when the control performance is less than the
abort maneuver performance

UCA-8.4

SC-.1: The nominal maneuvers must not be applied over an acceptable thrusting amount

UCA-5.7

SC-10.2: The R-bar approaching control must not be applied over an acceptable thrusting
anount
SC-10.3: The R-bar approaching control must not be applied over
an acceptable thrusting
amount
SC- 10.4: The attitude control must not he applied over an acceptable thrusting amount
SC-10.5; The abort maneuver must be provided within an acceptable thrusting amount range

UICA-6.7
UCA-6.7
ICA-7.3
UCA-8.5 8.6

SC-i1: The approach initiation command must not be provided
,when the orbit is deviated from the planned orbit

UCA-1.1

SC-12: The approach initiation command must not be provided
before the approach permission is provided by NASA GS

UCA-1.6

SC-13: The abort command mush be provided when the ISS is

not ready for the approaching
SC-14: The hold command must not be provided
laser reflection is not captured by the RVS

UCA-3.1

vhen the

UCA-4.6

The nominal maneuvers must not be provided when the
orbit is deviated from the planned orbit

UCA-5.1

SC-16: The nominal maneuvers must not be provided before
receiving the approach initiation command

UCA-5.6

SC-17: The R-bar approaching control must not be provided
when the orbit is violates the KOS

UCA-6. I

SC-18: The R-bar approaching control must not be provided
vhen the laser reflection is not captured by the RVS

ICA-6.6

SC-19: The attitude control must be provided

UCA-7.

SC-20: The abort maneuver must be provided when the abort
command -is provided

UCA-8. I

SC-15i:

SC-21: The abort maneuver must be provided when the orbit
violates the KOS

1

UCA-8.2

Table A-3: Control Structure Revision Analysis Table (1/2)

ii

'

ni

Fs~

'''~L~
'"Alitude Anoiaty" shouki be added

SC- I: An' comianid except I6r the passive

CANI mt not be provkied when the attitude on the teedback from the
crew
(C&D
Ito (SISS
(XCS'PR( IX
is not nominal
SC-2: Atiy cotiri nnd except

For the abort

No

No

No

No

No

No

"Vehicle Mode" should be added ott

muLst not be provtded when the vehicle is
execUtiling the abOrt maneuver or passive

the

CAM

the

Ieedback from the vchicle
aUtotiat il to GSISS crew throu'gh

OCSP1ROX

C&DIH

"Vehicle Status A nomnaly"' shotuld be
S('-3: Tie approach initiation and hold
command must not be whten tie vehicle status added on the feedback fron the
oC1S/'PRX C&I to GS/ISS crew
is not ready for the matnetivers

Firin' Time" should be
added on the teedback hrom the
vehicle dnatmics to the vehicle
'Thruster

SC-4:

commaid 1u.st be prvided only
the current control pertormance
salistmcs lie rettiied perFitrmance tor the
Each

whe'tin

command

Tr
Iiti.'
.ter
Ite" should e
added oi this heedhack [ton lie
'

adde

Stvhicle

fro thontheNo
NoNo
eebac

automation Ito tile OCS and

PRO X C&I
"Control Peruitrmance" should be
added oi tile I'cedack from the

OCS/PIROX
SC-5:

The passive CA M and hold command

eiclt not be provided

en the orbit violates

the

added o

the KOS 'CSMPRX

SC-

: Any manciuvr uistmet be provided
when the attitude is not nominal

SC-7:
re

Any maneur except for

tie

C&DI

"KOS V10ilto

Wt

to GIS/iSS Cre w
6artin2" shOuld be

teedback from the
C& DI Ilo GSISS crew

No

No

,No

No

abort

manUtver mtio not te provided w
ttihen
vehicle is executing the abort rnaneuver or

Ie
es,

N

pass ive CANM
SC'-8,: T'he nominal maneCUVers and R-bai

approaching

ct
ontrol
m
pst
not le provided
when the vehicle spatus is not ready For the

,dd

I

th

IlanleverS

y sNo

No

only

'Thruster Firite Time" should tic'

when the: clirrent control periormance
saiscies tie thquired performace tor the
control

added otn the Feedback 'rotm the
vehicle dynaiiiics to vehicle

SC-9: Fach control must be provided

Nit

dauItmation
No

No

'ThruIster Fir-ing TimeI" Shoul1d be

SC- 10:

lHaCh C01111-0 ImuSt b~e pr-ovkled within
all acceptable thruLsting- r-ane1

added
Vehil

onl

the

feedback

Illnamlics to

from the

Noo

vehlicle

SC- 1t: The approach initiation command must "Orbit Deviatoitn WNVarttinie" should be
added otn the feedback from the CS No
not be provided when lie orbit is deviated

trom the pknned orbit

to (S creti

129

No

Table A-3: Control Structure Revision Analysis Table (2/2)

S

SC-14: The hold coinmavind miusi t1ol be
provided when the laser reflection is not
captured by the R VS
SC- 15: The nominal manetivers must not be
provided when the orbit is deviated from the

No

No

No

YeCs

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

"'155 Siaius"

slioild be

added on

ihe

.

SC-13: The aboit command mish be provided
when tile ISS is wot ready for the approaching

No

.

2- I lie aiprpeich initiation command mhiist
Yes
not be provided before tle approach
inniistion is provided by NASA GS

oicc loop betis

ile Iss and (s

planned orbit
SC- 16: The nominal maneivers must not be
provided belisre receixing the approach
SC- 17: Ile R-lar ippioaciini conitrol must
not be provided h
lien tlie orbit is violates the
KOS
SC- IS: The R-bar approaching conrol Musi
10t be providied

w

Ien

the

laserc rellection is

not captured by (hie RVS
SC-i0: The at(itude control must be provided

S-20: I

le Abot mitaneiVer inust be provided
w hen thie abort coIommand is provided
SC- 21: Ilie abori maneuxer must be provided
iwheit he orbii violates the LOS

__________________________________________________
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Figure A-1: Control Loop Diagram for the Safety Constraints (1/11)
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Table A-4: Causal Scenarios and Design Recommendation (1/6)
S-1.1: ec ause the 155 C cres incorrectly believes that the maneuver tan be executed
when the attitude isnot nominal. the ISS S crcs provides the commands when the attitude
is not nominal
S-i.4: Because the command isdelayed, the command is provided when the attitude is riot
nomniial
S-1.7: Because an unexpected space environment variation disturbs the attitude sensors, the
ISS/GS cress provides the commands when the attitude is not nominal
SC-1: A ny command
SS-1.10: Because the sensor data is biased, the ISS/GS crew incorrectly believes the attitude
exetFir
asieThe sehicle aulomation shall reject
exce
t
ote providedis noninal and provides the conimands whein the attitude is not nominal
CAMmust no
prramtersitindinany
notbe
S- 1.11: Because the attitude anomaly is not detected due to inadequate parameter settinC in
wvhen [lhe attitude is not
when thattitudl isnot
n-mna the OCS/tROX C&DH, the ISSGS crcw incorrectly believes the attitude is nominal and
provides the commands when the attitude is not nominal
S-1.12: Because the attitude anonaly is missed or delayed, the ISS'CS crew incorrectly
believes the attitude is noninal and provides the commands when the attitude is not nomiinal
S-1.13: Because the definition of the nominal attitude is wrong, the ISS/GS crew incorrectly
believes the attitude is nominal and provides the commands when the attitude is not noiinal.
S-1.14: Because the attitude expected by the ISS/GS cresv is inconsistent with the actual
one, the ISS/GS crew provides the coriands when the attitude is not nominal

llre vehicle automation shall
autonomously judge if the attitude
is nominal.
command exeept for the
tpassive CA MI wNhen the attitude is
not noinal.
(S-I.. 141

S-2.4: Because

the command is delayed, the command is provided svhen the vehicle is
xec uting the abort maneuver or passive C.AM
S-2.5: Because the GS/ISS cress issues the abort or passive CAM svwien the ISS/GS crew
SC-2: Any command
issues the other comniiand, the comiand is provided when the vehic le is executing the
except for the abort must alort maneuver or passive CAM
not be provided when the S-2.8: Because the vehicle autonomously executes the abort maneuser, the command is
vehicle is executine the
provided when the vehicle is executing the abort maneuver
abort ianeuser or passive S-2.12: Because the vehicle mode is missed or delayed, the command is provided vhen the
vehicle is executine the abort maneuver
CA M
S-2.14: Because the ISS/GS cresy incorrectly believes that the vehicle is not in the CAM
mode when the vehicleis actually in the CAM mode, the conmand is provided when the
.chicle is executing the abort maneuver
S-3.1: Because the ISS/G crew incorrectly believes that the approach initiation and hold
command can be executed even when the vehicle status is not ready, the comand is
provided when the vehicle status isnot ready Fir the iianeuvers
S-3.4: Because the approach initiation or hold comiiiand is delayed, the comnand is provided
when the vehicle status is not ready for the maneuvers
S-3.7: Because space environment variation damages the vehicle components, the ISS/GS
SC-3: The approach
cress provides the approach initiation or hold command when the vehicle status is not ready
Ior the maneuvers
initiation and hold
S-3.10: Because the ehicle status is incorrect, the ISS/GS crew provides the approach
conimarid must not be
prtsided svhcn the vehicle initiation or hold command when the vehicle status is not ready Fir the maneuvers
status is not reads for the S-3.11: Because the vehicle anomay is riot detected due to inadequate parameter setting,
maneuvers
the ISS/GS crew provides the approach initiation or hold command when the vehicle status
is not ready for the maneuvers
S-3.12: Because the vehicle anomaly is nissed or delayed, the ISS/GS cress provides the
iipproach initiation or hold command swhen the vehicle status is not ready for the maneuvers
S-3.14: Because the vehicle status expected by the ISS/GS crew is inconsistent with the
aCtual one, the ISS/GS crew provides the approach initiation or hold conimand when the
vehicle status is not ready

for

the maneuvers
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l'hc vehicle automation shall reject
airy cotimanid exept for the abort
command shen the vehicle is In
the CAM mode.
(S-2.4,

2.

8, 2. 12

14

The vehicle automation shall
autonomously judge if the vehicle
status is ready for the maneuvers.
The vehicle automation shall reject
the approach initiation command
and hold command when the
vehicle status is not ready for the
maneuvers
f S-3. 1, 3.4, 3. 7, 3. 10, 3. 1,3. 12,
3.14)

Table A-4: Causal Scenarios and Design Recommendation (2/6)

-4.1: Becauise thlie I 88/1.8 c rexx, incomrcety belie yes that aiy comntinaid canl be eee td
tthe
available commandls shall ie
xsitliotit be n inIIenced by the control periormance, the command is proided when
displayed on the (CS/PROX
performance is less than the required level&
1.
S-4.4: Because the command is delayed, the command is provided when the perlormatic is

tihe

required

leve ISII4I

the coinanind

I lie control performance shall he
r
rec oxeted hr reeontigiriii ile
t
.

thanlttle

S-4.8: Beca use the control perfiormance is degraded by the compensation mechanism, the
SC-I: 1acIi command must command isprovided xwhen the pertormna nce is less than the required level
be provided only when the S-4.10: Because the thrlster firine tirnie is incorrect
I and consequeiitty the estimated control
cUrrent control
perlormance is also ilcorrect, the commnand is pioided xwheri tie performatice is less than
performance satisfies tthe the irequird level
retUired perFonmaice for S-4-.11 : Because the control performance is incoriectly estimated te command is provided

i S-4.4 4. 8)
8-4.4a

.

less

[perloirimaice shall be verified by
cecki
e consisten
it te

xwhen the pertoirlance is less thaii ttle required level

l

S-4.412: Because

the control performance is missed or delayed, the command is provideda
S-4.Itt 4. II, 4.2
tt
.1c . 1i l
xwhein the pertorimiance is less than the rcquired level
.
TIhe control perfiromance
S-4.13: Because the control performance judging criteria are wrong, the command is
Litena shall be veicibased

ugn

provided when the performiance is less than the required level

onl

.

S-4-.14: 'tile control perormance exiected by the ISS/GS crew is inconsistent with tti
aCtual one, the command is provided when the performance is less than the required level

til flu ht dItI beltoe the Finat

S-5.1: Because

the ISS/GS crew incorrecty beliexes that the KOS xiolation can be avoided
by the passive CAM or hold command, the command is provided when the orbit violates the
KOS
S-5.4: Because the command is delayed, the passive CAM or hold command is proidced
when the KOS is violated
5-5.7: Because space eixironment disturbs the dynauiiics sensors. the passive CAM or ]told
command is provided when the KOS is violated
8C-5hol'd poaiv must lxi -5.10: Becanse the orbit data is incoriect. the passive CAM or hold command is provided The vehicle adtomlatioli stiall reject
and hold eoiiima iinimst
when the KOS is violated
be provide
thehei Because the KOS violation is not incorrecty warned, the hpassive CAM or hold
obt b nS
vied
hei tewhenrS-5.11:
orbit
violates ttie K(08
command is provided when the KOS is xiolated
S-5.12: Becase the KOS violation is rnissed or delayed, the passive CAM or hold
command is piovided when the KOS is xiolated.
8-5.13: Because tie K()S warning eiterion is wron, the passive CAM or thold command is
provided when the KOS is violated.
S-5-14: BecauSe the orbit expected by the ISS/GS crew isinconsistent with the actual oiue,
the passive CAM or hold command is povided when the KOS is violated.

The vehicle automation shall
atitontnousty judge iftte crbit
violates the KOS.
any the passive CAM and hold
command when the KQ0 is
\olated.
(S-5. 1, 5.4, 5.7. 5. 1, . 5.12,
5. 13. 5. 14)

The vehicle autoinatioi siall
aut olltloolusty judge if the attitude
is nioiinal.
'~I
'te x'ehic le atitoinatison stuall stuop

S-61:

Becatise the xehuicle automation incorrectly believes that an'y maneuver caii tie
-.
the atittUde is not nominal, a ianetiver is provided when the attitUde is
aiy mianelixer xhieii the attitude is
not noiuilia I
S-6.3: Because the RCS thlrdLster accidentally fires due to a faitlre, a maneuver is provided
(8-6. I
when the attitude is not nominal
File vehicle auitomation shall close
)

executed even Whe

not be provided when the
attitude is not nominal

S-6.11:

Because the attitude seiusors are biased, a maneuver is provided when the attitude

is not noinial.
S-6.12: Becatise the attitude data is delayed a manetiver is provided when the attiitide is

S-6.13:

Because the nominal attitude settin is xxrong, a iiarienver is pided wf hen oe
attitude is not nominal.
S-6-14: Becuse the attitide expected by the Vehicle automation is inconsistent xNith tile
actual one, a maneuver is provide(] when the attitude is not nominal.

tue

hier alvoinat
'alx'e xxhlen

tile thiruster

is not non

a cloe
attitude

tthe

.

SC-6: Any manetiver oust

18-6.3)

I he

at titude data shall be alxays

(STT & IRU)
(S6 1 6.12,6. 4
lil ioinittal attitute stall be
idisted during the operation

(S-6.13)
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Table A-4: Causal Scenarios and Design Recommendation (3/6)

I he vehicle autom aon shall
mani
Because the vehicle automation incorrectly believes that the vehicle is not executin
the abort maneuver or passive CAM, a maneuver except 1Or the abort is provided vhen the
SC-7: Any maneuver
vehicle is actually executing the abxort maneuver or passive CAM
except For the abort
S-7.3: Because the RCS thruster accidentally fires due to a lailure, a maneuver is provided
maneuver must not be
vhen the vehicle is executing the abort maneuver or passive CAM
provided vwhen the vehicle S-7.4: Because the thrusting timing is delayed, 'I maneuver is provided when the vehicle is
L_ -1
-the
is executine the abort
executing the abort maneuver or passive CA Mthe
Peisste
C AMis
nianeuver or passive CA M S-7.1 4: Because the vehicle mode expected by the vehicle automation is inconsistent with
the actual one, a maneuver is provided when the vehicle is executing the abort taneaver or
theabor manuveror
passie CA

S-8.1 Because the vtehicle automation incorrectly believes that the nominal mianeuvers and
R-bar approaching control can be executed even when the vehicle status is not ready, those
maneuvets are provided when the vehicle status is not ready
S-8.3: Because the RCS thruster accidentally tires due to a Iailure, the nominal maneuvers
and R-bar approaching control are provided when the vehicle status is riot readv
S-8.4: Because the nominal maneuvers or R-bar approaching control are delayed- those
maneuvers are provided when the vehicle status is no loner ready
rak
SC-S: The nominal
S-8.7: Because space environment variation damages the vehicle components, the nominal
maneuvers and R-har
maneuvers and R-bar approaching control are provided when the vehicle status is not ready
cS-8.1
p i 0: Because the vehicle status is incorrect, the nominal maneuvers and R-bar
(S-8. L 8.7)
not lxe piov ided wvhen the
control are provided when the vehicle status is actually not ready
approaching
wnotedy
vicbe
ptoides
vehicle staltus is not ready
S-8.1 1: Because the vehicle anonalv is not detected due to inadequate parameter setting,
Ior the maneuvers
the nominal mancuvers and R-bar approaching control are provided when the vehicle status
is actually not ready
S-8.1 2: Becauase the vehicle anomaly is missed or delayed, the nominal maneuvers and Rbar approaching control are provided when the vehicle status isnot ready.
S-8.14: Because the vehicle status expected by the vehicle automation is inconsistent with
the actual one, the nominal maneuvers and R-bar approaching control are provided when
the vehicle status is not ready.
S-9. 1: Because the vehicle automation incorrectly believes that any control can be executed
vv ithout bein influenced by the control perorinance, a control is provided when the current
control pertormance does not satisfy the required pertormance for the control
S-9.3: Because the RCS thruster accidentally lires due to a failure, a control is provided
when the current control pertormance does not satisfy the required performance for the
control.
S-9.4: Because the control is deliyed, it is provided when the control p-eorformance is
SC-9: Each control must be deigradedthtresrvaeshntevhil
provided only when the
S-9.110: Because the thruster liring time is incorrect,
Z a control is provided when the current
current control
control performance does not satisfy the required performance ['or the control
performance satisfies the S-9.11: Because the thruster firing time is incorrectly monitored a control is provided when
required performance for the current control perteirmance does not satisty the required performance For the control.
the control
S-9.1 2: Because the thruster Iirin time is missed or delayed, t control is provided vhen the
current control performance does not satisfy the required pertormance for the control
S-9.13: Because the thruster tiring time judging criterion is vron, a control is provided
when the current control perlormance does not satistv the required performance for the
control.
S-9.14: Because the control performance expected by the vehicle automation is inconsistent
with the actual one, a control is provided swhen the Current control pe rforniance does tiot
satisfNI the required pe rformanrce flor the control.

i

The vehicle autionation shall

vehicle is in the CAM mode.
The vehicle automation shall close
thrUSter valve when the vehicle
ven
in the CA AMt mode.
1S-7.3. 7.41
THe GS crew~ shall monitor if the
vehicle behavior and the mode are
consistent
(8-7.141
The vehicle automation shall
autonomously judge which
maneuver is avilable in the current
vehicle status.
The vehicle automation shall stop
any maneuver except for the abort
maneuver when the vehicle status
is not ready for it
The vehicle automation shall close
the thruester valve vvhen the vehicle
status is not ready.
(S-8.3, 8.4)
The vehicle status shall be verified
by comparing with multiple
component status
(S-S. 10, 8. 11, 8. 2, 8. 14)
The (iS crevw shall monitor each
control result and judge if the
successive maneuvers can be
execut.e
If not, the GSN erevw shall issue the
aibort or passive CA N--I command.
(S-9.1, 9.141
The vehicle automation shall close
the thruster valve when the vehicle
Is exeCtutingy the passive CA M.
iS e
i
p
e

-

S-7.1:

e the vehicle lig ht mode by

itseli

The thruster

firino time and

control

pcrtbrmance shall be verified by
checking the consistency with the
eheekint t
n
dy namics data.
I.S-9. 10, 9.1 1, 9. 12.)
Ihe thruster firing time judging
criterion shall be verified based on
the flight data betore the final
approachiti
sfprptn c tc o oOperiion
S-13
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Table A-4: Causal Scenarios and Design Recommendation (4/6)
-he vehicle automation shall Count
the thruster firing tiie.

S-10.1: Because the vehicle automation incorrectly believes that each control should not le I the firing time is over the

S-10.14: Because the thrusting time counted by the vehicle automation is inconsistent with

the actual

one, the control

is prosided

over the actu

range

acceptable tiring time ranie, the
vehick, autom lion shall
autonomously stop thrusting-

(S-la1)
The vehiCe automation shall close
the thruster valve when the firing
time is over [he acceptable tiring

time ran,.e.
(S-10.3,

10.4)

the GS

crew shall

tmonitor each

dyNlalmies data ) and jue ifthe
is completed swithin the
acceptable tim-e range.
if not, the GS cress shall issue the
co and to stop the maneuver.

,

SC- 10: Each control iest
be provided within an
acceptable thrustin-) range

stopped until it iscoipletcd, the control is provided over the acceptable thrusting range
S-10.3: BeAluse the RCS thruster accidentiall lires due to a ailure, the control is provided
over the acceptable thrusting range
S-10.4: Becaluse the control is delayed, it is provided when the thrusting time is over the
rangec
S-IJ.10: Bcause the thruster liring time is incorrect the control is provided over the
t7
acceptable thrusting time range
S- 10. 11: Bcaus the thruster iring time is incorrectly monitored the control is provided
over the acceptable thrustii time range
S-10.12: Because the thruster tiring time is missed or delayed, the control is provided over
the acceptable thrusting time range
S-10.13: [3ecause the thruster liring time range is wrong, the control is provided over the
otdcontrol
t
actual range

(S-lt. 10, 10.11,.10.12, 10.13,
10. 14)

SC-11: Tie approach
initiation command must
not be provided when the
orbit is deviated trom the
planned orbit

S-I 1.1: Bec ause the GS crew incorrectly believes that the approach initiation can be
executed even when the vehicle orbit is deviated, the command is provided when the orbit is
deviated
S-1 1.4: Because the approach initiation is delayed, the command is provided svhen the
vehicle orbit is no longer nominal
S- 11.10: Because the vehicle orbit is incorrect, the approach initiation is provided when the
orbit is deviated
S-1 1.11: Because the orbit des iation is not detected due to inadequate parameter setting on
the OCS. the approach initiation is provided when the orbit is deviated
S-1 1.12: BeCaUse the orbit deviation is nissed or delayed, the approach initiation is provided
when the orbit is deviated
S-1 1.13: Because the nominal orbit definition is wrong, the approach initiation is provided
when the orbit is deviated
S-1 1.14: Because the vehicle orbit expected by the GS crew is inconsistent with the actual
one, the approach initiation is provided when the orbit is deviated

SC- 12: The approach
S-InIiat commandmus
initiation command must
not be provide~d beflote the
approach permission is
provided by N ASA S

the approach permission shall be
S-12.1: Because the GS crew incorrsctsy believes that the approach initiation can be issued
notified to the GS crewv.
without the approach permission troin NASA GS, the approach initiation is provided be ore
The appresach permission shall tie
provided
permission
is
the approach
displayed on the OCS.
(S-12.t)
.

The vehicle automation shall
autonomously it judge the orbit is
nominal.
If not, the autononation shall reject
the approach initiation command.
(S-1 1. 1. 11.4, 11. 1., I1. I 1 I. 1.1
11.13, 11.14)

The ISS crew and NASA GS shall
monitor the ISS status and notify it
to the (IS crew.

S-13.1:

lCcaUse the ISS/GiS cress incorrectly believes that the vehicle can keep
shnrad
SC- 13: The abxort
pposlie
'or the approach, the abort command is not
when the ISS is not ready
even._isnrtslt
approachin
eaprac
svn
command must lbe prosided
crew shall issue the
ISS/GS
The
snot ready prosided each
pden
the 1SS
S-13.13: Because the ISS status is wrong, the abort coninand is not provided when the
for the approse h
is not ready for the approach
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ISS

abort command when the ISS is
not ready 1br the approach.
(S-13.1, 13.13)

Table A-4: Causal Scenarios and Design Recommendation (5/6)
S-I4.1: Because the ISS/GS crew incorctly believes thai the vehicle caii recover the laser
capture it the vehicle stays at

the cUrrent

point, the hold

coniInind is

provided when the

RVS capture is lost
S-14-4: Because the hold command is delayed, it is provided when the vehicle

alicady loses

the capture
S-14.10: Because the

The vehicle automation shall
autnomotisly check the R VS

R VS capture statis is incorrect, the hold command is provided when capture status.
SC-14: The hokl coninand
It the capture is lost, the vehicle
must not be provided when the R VS capture is actually lost
shall autonomously exectites the
the laser ietlection is not S-14.1 1: Because the capture loss is not detected dlue to iiadeeqUate piraieter selltinn on
abort maneiver.
the OCS/PROX C&DIl the hold command is provided sehen the R VS capture is actually
captured by the R VS
(S-14.1, 14.4, 14.10 14.11, 14.17,
lost

S-14.1 2:

Because the R VS

capture

status is missed or delayed, the hold conmiand is

14. 14)

provided when the RVS capture is actuallV lost
S-14.14: Because the RVS capture status expected by the ISS/GiIS crew is inconsistent with
the actual One, the hold coiiand is provided when the RVS capture is actually lost

8-15.1: Because the vehicle automation incoiTeCtly believes that the vehicle can execute

the nominal maneuvers

nominal.
even swien the orbit is deviated, the nominal maneuvers are provided It tot, t e autonontioi shall stup

whenlite orbit is deviated
S-15.3: Because the RCS thruster accidentaly fires due to
The nominal
manteuvers must not be
provided when lie orbit is
deviated trom the planned
orbit

a

failutre,

lbth
the nominal mantcutLveS

imaneiuvers.
oitial
I I5,141

'le vLIL a utomnalion Shall close
are pi ovided when the ourbit is deviated
S-15.4 Becanse the nominal manieuvers ate delayed, it is provided whten hile orbit is already
the thruster valve when the firing
deviated
time is over the acceptable irinig
S-151 1: Because the RPPS is biased, the noninal mantevers are provided when lie orbit

titte

.

SC -15:

The vehicle automation shall
aittonoisly' it' judge the orbit is

is deviated

nt.

(S-15.3 15.4)
S-i5 .12: Because the RGPS data is missed or delayed, the nominal nianeuvers are provided, 'lie -qutlity o's
data shall be
when lie orbit is deviated
checked during lie operation.
S-15.13: Because the nominal orbit definition is wrong, the nominal inmnIuvers are provided
(S- I5. 11, 15.12)
.2
S-S.II I
when the orbit is deviated
The nominal orbit definition shall be
S-15.14: Because the vehicle orbit expected by the vehicle automation is inconsistent with
the actual one, the nominal maneuvers are provided when the orbit is deviated
approaching Operation

(S-15.13)
The vehicle automation shall not

SC-16: The nominal
provided belore receiving
the approach initiation
command

S-16.1: 'The vehicle automnation incorrectly believes that the
nitiateld on

titie even

nominal

maneuvers shall be

Initiate the nominal manever
sequence vitlhout receiving the
approach initiation command
(S-16. I

if the alpproach initiion is not provided

)

inmetivers mist not le

The vehicle automation shall
atiutOouslv jUdge the KOS
violation.
the violaiton is detected, lie
S-1 7.1: Becatise the seliCe atlonuation itcorrecitly believes that the vehicle can recover the autcsittatiorskulttd, top
aulomnalion shiall imimidiately stop
nominal orbit by the R-bar approaching cotirol even svlten the current orbit violates the
the cuirretnt operation stud execute
the aixmi nuver.
KOS, the R-bar approaching control is provided when the orbit
violates the KOS
(-17.1, 173, 17.41
S- 17.3: Because the RCS thruster accidentally tiles due to a failure, the R-bar approaching 'Ihe RVS data shall
he verified by
the RPPS data
control is provided slien the orbit

IF

17: The

R-bar

approaching control must
not be provided vlien the
orbit violafes the KOS

violates the KOS
S-17.4: Because the R-bar approaching control is delayed, it is provided when the orbit
already violates the KOS
the RVS is biased, the R-bar approaching control is provided wheii the
S-17.1
1: Because
orbi
''~,~, 0
, LOS
*-,,',the ''~~~
orbit actually violates tile KOS
is missed or delayed, the R-bar approaching control is
V-17.12: Because the RVS dataeca
provided wien the orbit actUally violates the KOS.
S-17.13: Because the KOS definition is wrong, the R-bar approaching coitrol is provided

the orbit actually violates the
S-17.14: Because the vehicle orbit
slien

KOS .titnati
expectcd by thie vehicle autoialion is incoinsistent with

the actual one, the R-bar approachiig cotitrol is provided when the

K OS.

orbit

IS- 7.11. 1.)
When the RVS data is lost, the
i
'''
automtion s
atomation shall immidiately stop
dexecst
tctio
curreit operation anid evecute
the txi iaietier,
(S-17.I'll
iie GS cres shall
KOS

itor the

violatioti and issue the abort
ss
suet e aoi

.

SC-

ound.

I time tSi1d.
actually violates
'iThe

KOS definition shall be
checked before the tinal
approac hing
(S-I7. 13)
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Table A-4: Causal Scenarios and Design Recommendation (6/6)

SC- 18:

the R-bar
approaching control Must
not be provided when the
laser reflection is not
captured by the RVS

S-81
B ecaiuse tile vehiclIt. iioiiiaioil iiicoiCtlN believs that the vehicle can recoser hie
capture status it the vehicle keeps approaching lV the ICedback Control, the R-bar
approachin conol is provided lien tire R VS capture is lost
S-18.3 Because (ho RC S thI ister accidentally fires due to a Iailur, the R-bar approaching
control is provided when the R VS capture is lost
S-18.4: Because tie R-tar approaching control is delayed, it is provided when the RVS
capture is lost
S-18.11: Because the captuie status is LiOst due to a Failure, the R-bar approaching control is
provided when the RVS capture is lost
S-18.12: Because the RVS capture is missed or delayed, the R-bar approachin2 control is
provided when lie RVS capture is lost
S-18.14: Because the captture staitus expected by the vehicle automation is inconsistent with
tie actual one, the R-bar appocinri contrtsl is proVOIed wien the RVS ca s)ure is lost

S-19-1:

Because ile schiclc automation incorrectly believes that the attitude control should
be stopped when the s-chicle is executinv a maneuver, the attitude control is not provided
S-19.3: Because the RCS thruster accideutally stops the attitude control due to a fallire, tile
attitude control is not provided
SC'- to 1 lhe attitude control S-19.1 1 Because tile attitude sensors are biased, tile attitude control is not provided
must be providecd
S-19.12- Becauese tle attitide data is missed or deLived, the attitude control is not provided.
S-19.13: Because the noininal attitude definitiotn is wrrong, the attitude control is not
provided.
S-19.14: Because the altitude expected by tie vehicle automation is inconsistent with the
actual one, the attitude control is not prsvided

The sehicle autoniation shall
aRtnoimounsy check the R VS
capture status.

If the

captUie is lost, the vehicle
shall autonomously executes the
abomi maneuver.
(S-18.1, 10, 18. 18.1L 18.12)
The (S crew shall monitor the
RVS capture statis.
If the statcs is lost, the (7s crcw
shall issue the absrt command
S- 18. 14)
The attitude control shall be
prioritized thair any other control in
tile compensaton mechanism
(S-19.1, 19. 3)
The attitude data shall be aNvays
serified by two iypes ot sensors
(STT & IRU)
(S- 19. I1, 1.P,2, 19. 14)
The nominal attitude dC iInitiOn shall
se checked betbre tire linal
approaching operation
(S-19. 13)

)

The aboi command shall be
accepted hen it is provided, and
S-20.1: Because the sehicle automation incorrectIy believes that the abort command should the aborit maneuver shall be
be isnored when tie automation does rnot detect the KOS violation, the abort Maneuver is
immidiately executed.
sot executed when tire abort coimmirianid is prosided
(S-20.1I
ie abort
The Cehicle automation shall
usaiseruser iMust be S-20.3: Because the RCS thruster accidcentally stops the abort maneuver dtie tO a -, iluire, complete the abort maneuver by
execUiecd xxieu lie abort
the abort marneUvr is not exeCUted when the abort command is provided
using the compensation
command is provided
muechanisi.
S-20.14: Because the automation incorrectly thinks the vehicle is already eecuting the
(S-20.3)
aborl maneuver xhen the vehicIc is riot ac Iually doing, ithe abort manteuver is not esCcrited iThe vehicle shall accept the abort
when file abort command is piovided
command even when it is alreadyl
in the CAM niode
jS-) .14)

SCr-I1: [lie aiborst
msaureriser tritst bk

prr ided when the
violates the KOS

I_

orbit

The abort maneuver shall be
prioritizeid than any other
itanieurier
S-21.1: Because tire schicle automation incorrecty believes that the alxsrt raieiVer should Mevr
(S-21. 1)
be suspended when any other maneuver command is received, the abort Maneuver is notT
Ihle sehicle atitonratiai shall
provided when the orbit violates the KtS
S-21.3: Because the RCS thruster accidentally stops the abesrt maneuver due tO a failrC,
uipte tort
nai eri
the abort maneuver is not provided vhen [lie orbit violates the KOS
unisa
SC-2:
Te
abrt
echainiismr
S-21.11:
Because the RGPS/R VS is biased, tile aborI maneuver is not provided when the
(S-2t.3)
.oirbit
violates the KUS
Thlie qeKUality of GPS data shall be
S-21.12: Because the cdynamics data isdelayed or missed, the alxrt mrane uver is not
p i
checked during the operation.
pirsvedc whleni thre orbit -insla tes thre K USIlePSScashlirvriilIs
The RVS data shall be verilied by
S-21.13: Because the KOS dec [nition is w\rong, the abort maneuver is not provided when
the (UPS caia
the orbit violates tie KOS
(S-2 1. 1 1, 21. 12)
S-211.14: Because the vehicle orbit expected by the vetricle automnation is incorsistent with
T Iis cre s
ITle GS crew sh I mirstitor tire
tiIe actUal one, the abort maneuver is not provided when te Orbit violates the KOS
criitt

lind issue

the

atxsit conmmrantd

when it violates tihe KUS

SS-)
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Table A-5: Context Table (1/3)
Not
Providing
Control

#ISS

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Control

RVS

Control

Providing

Orbit

Attitude

Mode

Status

Performance

Capture

Duration

Causes

Staitus

Action

Ca uses

Hazards

Hazards

*

Off-Nominal

*

*

*

*

*

*

5

*

*

*

6

Not Ready

*

3

4

Approach
Initiation

7
Passive

*

*

*

*

Deviated

*

*

CAM

-

No

Yes

UCA-1.1

-

No

Yes

UCA-l.2

*

*

-

No

Yes

UCA-l.3

Not Ready

*

-

No

Yes

UCA-l.4

-

No

Yes

UCA-1.5

-

No

Yes

UCA-l 1

-

No

Yes

UCA-2.1

*

-

No

Yes

UCA-2.2

*

-

No

Ye s

UCA-2.3

*

-

Yes

No

UCA-3.1

-

No

Yes

UCA-3.2

-

No

Yes

UCA-3.3

*

*

A*

*

*

*

KOS

*

*

*

*

Abort

*

*

*

*

*

CAM
< Attitude

Control
Not Read

Abort

12*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Off-Nominal

*

*

*

*

<.Abort

*

*

Cos

Table A-5: Context Table (2/4)
Not
Providing
Control

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Control

RVS

Control

Providing

Orbit

Attitude

Mode

Status

Performance

Capture

Duration

Causes

155S Status
Action

Causes
Hazards
Hazardls

14

*

KOS

*

*

Off-Nominal

*

*

*

-

No

Yes

IJCA-4.1

*

-

No

Yes

UCA-4.2

*

*

-

No

Yes

UCA-4.3

*

*

-

No

Yes

UCA-4. 4

-

No

Yes

UCA-4.5

Off

-

No

Yes

UCA-4

6

*

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-5.

1

*

*

*

No

Yes

UCA -5.2

No

Yes

U1CA-5.3

*

*

CM*

Hold

6

*

*

17*

*

Not Ready

*

*

Hold

+

18

/

Deviated

19

*

**

KOS
*

Off-Nom inal

21'

22*N l*

Nominal
23

Maneuvers

*

*

Not Ready

***

Not Ready

24

CAM

*

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-5 .4

<A

*

No

Yes

UCA-55

No

Yes

UICA-5.6

No

Yes

UJCA-5.7

No

Yes

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

ON

*

long

Too

New
2*
______J______6__

__

_____

*
__

__

UCA-5.8

Table A-5: Context Table (3/4)
Not
Providing
Control

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Control

RVS

Control

Providing

Orbit

Attitude

Mode

Status

Performance

Capture

Duration

Causes

ISS Status
Action

Causes
Hazards
Hazards

KOS

27

*

28

Off-Nominal

*

*

*

*

R-har*

*

*

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-6.1

*

*

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-6.2

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-6.3

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-6.4

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-6_5

CAM

*

*

Not Ready

A pproachin*

*

< R-bar

*

CD~

Controln

3*

*

*

*

*

Off

*

*

*

*

*

*

No

Yes

No

Yes

JCA-6.6
New

Not Ready

*

UCA-6.7
New

Outside the
34

*

*

Oi

*

No

Yes

UCA-6.8

RVS range
-

*

*

*

A ttitude
*

*

Yes

No

UCA-7.1

*

No

Yes

UCA-7.2

Too long

No

Yes

UJCA-7.3

Control

< Attitude

Attitude

36

*

*

*

*

Control

Control

37,

*

*_______

*

*

*

*

**

Table A-5: Context Table (4/4)
Not
Providing
Control

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Control

RVS

Control

Providing

Orbit

Attitude

Mode

Status

Performance

Capture

Duration

Causes

ISS Status

#
Action

Causes

Hazards
Hazards
3-

Not Ready

39

*

40

41
___

*

KOS

*

*

Off-Nominal

*

*

*

*

*

*

A hort
**

*

*

Yes

No

UCA-8. I

*

Yes

No

UCA-8.2

*

No

Yes

UCA-8.3

*

*

No

Yes

UCA-8.4

*

Too Short

No

Yes

LCA-8.5

*

*

Abort

*

*

*

Maneuver

4*

*

*

*

If-i

43

*

Outside

*

the

44*

*

RVS range

*

*

Too long

No

Yes

On

*

No

Yes

I JCA-S.6
New

UCA-.7

